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WELCOME Warwickshire CCC extends 
partnership with PlayerLayer 
with two-year term
Warwickshire County Cricket 
Club has extended its official 
playing and training kit 
partnership with PlayerLayer 
to supply the Warwickshire 
and Birmingham Bears teams 
until at least the end of the 
2019 cricket season.

PlayerLayer, which signed 
its first partnership with 
Warwickshire CCC in early 
2017, will work with the club to 
develop a new Warwickshire shirt 
for one-day cricket and a new 
Birmingham Bears T20 shirt in 
the 2018 season.

There will also be an extended 
range of training and travel wear 
for both formats, which will be 
available to supporters through 
the club shop.

Alex Perkins, head of 
commercial at Warwickshire 
CCC, said: “We’ve been very 
impressed with the work of the 
PlayerLayer team in developing 
a great range of high quality and 
innovative playing and training kit 
for our pathway and senior teams.

“We’ve received great feedback 
from the playing squad and are 
already working closely with 
the PlayerLayer design team on 
concepts for next year’s kits and 
retail range. We look forward to 
revealing more about this in the 
near future.”

As part of the activation, 
PlayerLayer will have branding 
within the stadium bowl at 
Edgbaston and have prominence 
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Everyone likes to be social and 
that includes us. So why not pop 
along and take a look at our new 
Facebook page – Sports 
Insight Hub.

If you are feeling particularly 
social why not follow us and share 
our page. There are going to be a 
number of great competitions, with 
some massive prizes on offer, over 
the next few weeks.

So it would pay to pop by every 
now and again to see what's going on.

And talking of getting things for 
free – do you want to go The 2018 
Running Show at the Birmingham 
NEC in January?

Well you can thanks to us, pop 
along to our website's (www.sports-
insight.co.uk) partner news section 
to register for a free ticket. And to find 
out what's going on at the show head 
over to page 35.

Also, in this issue Fiona Bugler 
looks at the issue of artificial 
intelligence – to be feared or 
embraced.

With panic in mind, Paul Sherrat 
takes a look at the 'retail apocalypse' 
affecting the US.

But if you are looking for British 
resolve and grit cast your eye over our 
interview with the world's greatest 
living explorer Sir Ranulph Fiennes.

Enjoy the September issue.

in the Shop at Edgbaston, where 
its replica playing, training and 
travel wear will be on display. They 
will also have hospitality on major 
match days, player appearances 
and offer bespoke kit packages to 
recreational cricket clubs within 
the Warwickshire CCC network.

PlayerLayer’s creative director, 
Rod Bradley, said: “We are 

extremely happy to be taking the 
next step of our partnership with 
the club. The first year has been 
a real success and we are happy 
to have forged such a strong 
and positive relationship with 
the club and the fans of such a 
forward thinking organisation. 
We look forward to the next 
two years.”
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and social aspects of cycling.
“Club cycling can be daunting 

or just not of interest to many. But 
I am a cycling addict – I just love 
getting out and I’ve made so many 
new friends since embracing the 
sport, as well as supporting dozens 
of others to ride on two wheels.

“I’m thrilled to be co-ordinating 
the brand new FLambassador 
scheme right across the UK.”

The FLambassador recruitment 
drive continues FLAB’s 
commitment to encouraging 
mass participation in cycling, 
and builds on the success of the 
Up North Sportive in May, which 
saw more than 650 riders take to 
the roads in the North Yorkshire 
countryside.

Lynn Bye, FLAB Creative 
Director, said: “FLAB social rides 
are an opportunity for all types of 
cyclist to ride together with our 
‘no-one gets dropped’ approach. 
It’s just a nice spin out on the bike 
with banter and a beer at the pub 
afterwards.”

All the very latest in the sports industry...
NEWS

SAMBA SPORTS 
SIGNS DAVID 
SANDERSON 

AS NEW BRAND 
DEVELOPMENT 

MANAGER
Former brand and marketing 

director for Reydon Sports, 
David Sanderson, has been 

appointed as the brand 
development manager for 

Samba Sports, the UK's premier 
supplier of uPVC football goals.

The move is the next step 
in David's career following a 

16-year stint for Nottingham-
based Reydon Sports; the 

country's number one 
wholesale sports distributor. 

During his time at Reydon, 
David was also responsible 

for the creation of  Precision, 
a totally new and original 
football brand of training 

equipment, football clothing 
and goalkeeping gloves, as worn 
by England and Burnley's Tom 

Heaton.
Samba Sports, based in 

Colne, Lancashire, is the first 
choice at Premiership training 
academies across the country – 
including Manchester United, 

Everton, Arsenal and Chelsea – 
when it comes to top quality 

football nets.
With over 135 years 

engineering experience 
(including aerospace 

expertise), Samba has become 
market leaders in the sports 

equipment distributing 
industry with its roster of 

innovative nets, posts, flags, 
pop-up goals, balls and many 

other types of training and 
coaching kit.

David said: “I have lived and 
breathed brand development 
in the sports industry during 
my career with posts at Line 
7, Head, uhlsport, and, most 

recently, Reydon Sports.
“The main goal in this 

industry is to get the brand you 
are working with not just to the 

top of the league – as it were – 
but to stay there.

“When it comes to a big 
name like Samba Sports, 
the foundation is already 

there – they are the number 
one supplier of quality UPVC 

goals and nets for football 
and many other sports , but 

I'm here to develop the brand 
into new areas, identify fresh 

opportunities and action 
them.”

George Metcalfe, managing 
director of Samba Sports, 
added: “Samba Sports are 

delighted to welcome David to 
the team and we can't wait to 
start working and developing 

the brand together.”

@SportsInsightUK

British Athletics has confirmed an extension to its 
successful partnership with Nike, as official team 
wear provider, until 2030.

As well as their investment in the British team, 
including all competing age groups and incorporating 
off track disciplines, Nike will also support the next 
generation of British athletes to represent the nation, 
with increased support of the British Athletics’ Futures 
Programme.

Nike supported the British team in 2017 against the 
backdrop of the Summer of World Athletics with the 
World Para Athletics Championships and the IAAF 
World Championships which formed the climax of the 
season for the British team.

Team athletes - starting with the British Para 
Athletics team and then for the IAAF World 

Championships – wore the new Nike kit, a brand 
new design for team athletes to wear in their home 
championship year.

Niels de Vos, UK Athletics CEO, said: “We are 
delighted with this significant contract extension 
with Nike until 2030 in one of the strongest ever 
collaborations for athletics in the UK.

“As well as their apparel and kit ensuring our athletes 
look and feel the part when representing the nation, their 
investment in the Futures programme demonstrates 
real commitment to supporting the next generation of 
British Team athletes.

“This commitment to British Athletics is a brilliant 
platform of support for the sport to move forward with. 
We’re looking forward to collaborating with Nike further 
over the next few years on some exciting projects.”

Bert Hoyt, VP/GM, Nike EMEA, said: “We are 
excited to extend Nike’s successful partnership with 
British Athletics; a partnership that will see us deliver 
innovation at every level of the sport, from grassroots 
programming to elite level competition.

“This is a statement of commitment to the sport and 
supporting world class athletes - investing in the talent 
of today and tomorrow.”

New General 
Manager at 
Intersport 
UK Ltd

Fat Lad at the Back wants to 
kickstart a cycling revolution 
in every city in the country, 
as it announces the first 29 
locations in its new so-called 
‘FLambassador’ network of 
social bike rides.

Over the last four years Fat Lad 
At The Back (FLAB) has enabled 

novice, regular and elite cyclists to 
join forces and participate in fun, 
social and supportive group 
cycling events.

Its dynamic and rapidly-growing 
community ‘The Bulge’ – over 
31,000 strong on social media 
– has responded to FLAB’s call 
for volunteers and now nearly 

British Athletics 
extend contract 
with Nike

30 experienced, skilled and 
enthusiastic riders have climbed 
onto the saddle.

FLambassador groups are 
organising accessible social rides 
across the UK from Teesside to 
Portsmouth, Norwich to west 
Wales. The aim is to encourage 
local communities to cycle 
together, enjoying the benefits of 
the sport, becoming members of 
The Bulge and in turn recruiting 
even more participants.

Crucial to the ethos of FLAB’s 
social rides is their famous “no-
one left behind” approach. The 
FLambassadors, all 29 of whom are 
volunteers, will be charged with 
“teaming” their group, ensuring 
riders of varying abilities are placed 
together to enable every rider in the 
group to enjoy the shared 
riding experience.

Adrienne Horne, community 
project manager, said: “Fat Lad At 
The Back wants to offer people a 
supportive and inclusive group in 
their local area, focused on the fun 

FLAB launches community cycling 
groups across the country

Intersport UK Ltd have 
appointed their new general 
manager Neil Venables, who 
takes over the reins from 
Tom Foley.

The handover started 
immediately through August 
before Foley departed on 
September 9. Neil comes with 
21 years experience within the 
Adidas group working in the 
commercial sales team as a Senior 
Director on both Adidas and 
Reebok.

Neil will drive the next stage of 
the strategic development for the 
Intersport UK and Ireland group 
having a greater central approach 
and control with product category 
ranges, marketing campaigns, 
activations and supply.

The Intersport teams focus on 
a category approach has seen the 
group grow in strength supported 
by key suppliers, retail partners 
and new integrated systems.

Through his considered 
management approach he will 
look to further enhance and 
develop relationships established 
both with AIS, Intersport 
UK retailers and Intersport 
International to ensure continued 
process and evolution of the 
approach to the sports consumer.
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A new initiative launched 
by 2pure-Unior and ATG 
Training aims to support 
cycle mechanics gain a 
leading, industry-recognised 
qualification through offering 
a free Cytech technical two 
assessment day.

Edinburgh-based 2pure, a 
UK-distributor of Europe’s 
Unior bike tools, has teamed 
up with Aylesbury-based ATG 
Training to offer this nationwide 
scholarship.

Aimed at experienced 
mechanics already working in the 
trade, the scholarship removes 
the need to undertake any formal 
training course beforehand.

Instead, the successful 
applicant, who will be able to 
demonstrate that they already 
have the necessary skills, will 
proceed directly to the final one-
day assessment (normally worth 
£390 incl. VAT).

They will also receive a Unior 
tools gift voucher worth £100. An 
online entry form will be used to 
select the lucky winner, asking a 
range of questions such as how 
the qualification will support 

New scholarship supports 
skills through industry-
leading qualification

A longer length sleeve, 
constructed with hi-stretch 
modular fabrication, provides a 
streamlined finish to the arms for 
improved performance and comfort, 
while the blue-fade colouring gives a 
nod to one of the traditional colours 
of England Rugby. A firm favourite 
and core feature that remains is the 
loop neckline collar, a design aspect 
that has been synonymous with 
Canterbury since 1949.

Speaking about the new shirt, 
England Captain Dylan Hartley 
said: “Every player in the squad is 

proud to represent England, put 
on the jersey and wear the rose. 
We’re all committed to improving 
as a team and it’s great to see this 
philosophy is shared by Canterbury. 
It gives us real confidence knowing 
we are wearing the best possible kit 
to help optimise our performance.”

England Women’s captain Sarah 
Hunter, added: “It is a real honour 
to represent England. Wearing the 
rose is something that the whole 
team and I are very proud of. Every 
time we pull on the shirt we want 
to go out there, give it our all and 
make sure that we are constantly 
working hard and improving our 
performance.”

Gareth Woosey, Canterbury’s 
senior designer, added: “We’re 
extremely proud to have developed 
a shirt which continues to push 
the boundaries of innovation and 
reinforces Canterbury’s unwavering 
commitment to England Rugby.

“It’s been a strong 2017 so far and 
we hope the players can continue 
their positive momentum in the 
new season. We believe this new 
kit continues to cater for both 
the requirements of elite player 
performance and the fans whose 
commitment to the teams makes a 
huge contribution to their success 
on the pitch.”

With 113 years of rugby apparel 
expertise, Canterbury has 
again pushed the boundaries of 
innovation in the new England 
Rugby 2017-18 home kit.

The kit will be worn for the first 
time by the men’s and women’s 
senior teams in the 2017 Old 
Mutual Wealth Series.

A unique feature of the 
new kit available for fans is a 
commemorative plaque, each 
of which carries an exclusive 
number, part of Canterbury’s new 
‘Unbreakable Bond’ campaign. 
Supporters will be able to buy 
individually distinctive shirts for 
the first time ever, with a different 
number on every shirt.

The campaign will see England 
players, sharing in a series of 
videos, their ‘individually strong, 
unbreakable as one’ stories 
demonstrating their commitment 
to the team.

Hours of 3D body mapping and 
testing has increased the durability 
and strength of the new kit, 
improving its endurance during an 
intense 80 minutes of international 
rugby.

Furthermore, the weight of the 
kit has been reduced by 20gsm, and 
is now the lightest kit ever to be 
made by Canterbury.

them in their future career.
George Bowie, managing 

director of 2pure said: “We are 
delighted to be able to show 
some support for the many 
highly skilled and experienced 
mechanics, who might otherwise 
have their abilities and 
credentials questioned because 
they have not had any formal 
assessment.”

Suzanne Read, operations 
manager for Cycles at ATG 
Training added: “The Cytech 
technical two certificate is 
widely recognised as the industry 
benchmark. We are really excited 
to be involved in this initiative, 
to help those working in the 
sector to be able to demonstrate 
their knowledge and skills in 
working safely and effectively as 
professional mechanics.”

At present the scholarship 
is only available for Cytech 
technical two but there are 
plans to introduce the same 
opportunity to technical three 
over the coming months.

The competition will run until 
the end of September, with the 
winner announced in October.

Canterbury unveils new England 
Rugby 2017-18 home kit
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MP MICHAEL 
PHELPS BRAND 

AND AQUA SPHERE 
INTRODUCE 

NEW SEASON 
PRINTS FOR SWIM 

TRAINING SUITS

The MP brand – the exciting 
collaboration between 

swimming legend Michael 
Phelps, swimming coach 

Bob Bowman and swimming 
brand Aqua Sphere  – is 
announcing three fresh 

prints to enhance its popular 
training swimwear range.

The new collection is 
available for retailers to 

order now for January retail. 
Michael Phelps only uses 

MP training swimsuits, 
competition suits and 

goggles, and MP training 
swimwear effectively meets 

the durability demands of the 
most exacting competitive 

swimmer whilst offering 
head-turning saturated-

colour designs all personally 
chosen by Phelps.   

The vivid urban-inspired 
Mosaic range for men and 

women – named City, Snake 
and Subway - is available in 

men’s 45cm leg Jammers, 
men’s 14cm Briefs, men’s 

6cm Briefs, Women’s Racing 
back swimsuits and Women’s 

Open back swimsuits.
All  MP training suits 

are made in Aqua Sphere’s 
Aqua Infinity fabric which, 
as the name suggests, offers 
an exceptionally high level 

of chlorine resistance, 
delivering swimwear which 
boasts over 200 hours’ pool 
performance to more than 

meet the requirements of the 
most frequent pool swimmer.

The line is perfectly 
complemented with XCEED 

goggles which Michael Phelps 
says are “The best goggles 

that I have ever worn – they 
are super comfortable and 

the vision is insane”.
The new designs are 

available to buy now from 
good swim shops. Check out 

the complete MP line at www.
michaelphelps.com/uk

Nik Aveyard has returned 
to 1000 Mile Sportswear in 
a full- time capacity after 
a sojourn in France during 
which time he worked on the 
new product development 
side of the company.

He is now Director of UK Sport 
and Outdoor Sales, heads up 
export sales as well as continuing 
with product development.

Aveyard said: “After spending 
five years developing our 
Ultimate Performance brand 
from a clean sheet of paper, I 
am really looking forward to 
spearheading the sales growth 
our products deserve. My 21st 
year at 1000 Mile Sportswear 
looks like being an exciting one!”

Elite Sports Expo has already 
acquired two incredible show 
sponsorships for 2018.

Keiser UK Ltd has been 
announced as one of their 
show sponsors and RockTape 
UK will be sponsoring a game-
changing masterclass. Both 
these companies have created 
innovative and effective sports 
equipment and/or products 
that can be used by top athletes, 
fitness fanatics and senior 
citizens. 

Keiser bring together the 
science of the human body with 
the fundamental principles 
of engineering, to construct 
human-centred machines that 
elevate performance for all who 
use them. While sports training 
usually starts and ends within 
the limits of a machine, Keiser  
look at the potential of the human 
body and then develop smarter 
technology to unknow the limits 
of speed, efficiency and safety. 

Keiser has been 
revolutionising the way people 
of different abilities and 
ages exercise, and have been 
improving their clients’ sporting 
ability and quality of life for 
over 40 years. Keiser machines 
are now used by more than 80 
per cent of the top professional 
sports teams across the globe, 
including, American football 
champions, Olympians, soccer 
champions and baseball teams. 

The Keiser sports equipment 
and products are sought-after by 
thousands of athletes and this is 
reflected in their sales figures. 
They have managed to sell more 
than 225,500 of just their Keiser 
indoor bikes worldwide.

Keiser has always been one 
step ahead of the industry, and 
still creates a full range of fitness 
products for all ages, such as 
their innovative pneumatic 

resistance machines. These 
machines are particularly well 
designed for senior citizens, as 
they ensure the muscles stay 
active and engaged throughout 
an entire range of motion and 
velocities, while reducing shock 
loading to muscles, connective 
tissues and joints. 

RockTape UK is all about 
movement. They make products 
that help people of different 
sporting abilities and ages move 
better with the best kinesiology 
tape, comprehensive rehab, 
mobility equipment and fitness 
support products. RockTape 
discovered that tape can be used 
to actually enhance performance, 
and if athletes taped prior to 
exercising, it can increase blood 
flow to the muscles, whilst 
reducing fatigue. 

RockTape differs from the 
other athletic tapes because it 
has been engineered to mimic the 
human skin, and this is the secret 
behind its revolutionary design. 
RockTape stretches up to 180 per 
cent of its original length and also 
has incredible ‘snap-back’, giving 
RockTape performance advantage 
over other tapes.

The company also offers a 
vast range of products to help 
any athlete’s performance or 
recovery. Their RockRub is an 
ingenious massage wax and is a 
great product for soft tissue work, 
particularly for small treatment 
areas as well as deeper tissue 
treatments. 

All sponsors are important 
to Elite Sports Expo; they are 
an integral part of what makes 
it Europe's biggest exhibition 
dedicated to the world of elite 
sports competition. They will 
be announcing more of their 
sponsors prior to the show’s 
return at the London ExCeL on 
June 6-7, 2018.

Keiser and RockTape to 
sponsor Elite Sports Expo

Aveyard looks 
ahead with 
excitement

Rowers Norton and Bennett 
team up with ACAI

ACAI Activewear team up 
with Holly Norton and Karen 
Bennett from Team GB.

The rowers have represented 
Great Britain at the top of their 
sport.

Karen is an Olympic silver 
medallist from Rio 2016 and Holly 
is a World Champion. As a pair, 
they have won a World Cup gold, a 
World Championship silver, and a 
European Championship bronze.

They are aiming to add another 
medal to their collection at the 
2017 World Championships later 
this month. They are also currently 
training for the Olympic Games in 
Tokyo 2020; 

Holly said: "We have both always 
loved living a very active lifestyle. 

Whether that’s training for a World 
Championship or adventuring 
during our holidays.We love 
pushing the limits and enjoying the 
outdoors.”

Karen said: “There are so many 
reasons to love ACAI, but our top 
two are definitely their ethos and the 
way the clothes make us feel. Firstly, 
ACAI’s ‘Aspire. Aim. Achieve. 
philosophy fits so perfectly with our 
approach to life and our goals.

“Secondly, being an athlete 
means you spend a lot of time in 
activewear. Not only does the 
ACAI range make us feel strong 
and feminine, but also the clothes 
enable us to feel confident and 
comfortable when we are pushing 
our boundaries.’

PEAK, a leading professional sports 
brand, has rolled out the world's 
first 3D printed basketball boot.

This was announced at the 2017 
PEAK China Tour and Dwight Howard 
III Press Conference.

Dwight Howard said: “This pair of 
boots has obviously higher performance 
than traditional ones. I felt that the 3D 
printed soles and vamp side walls enable 
a more comfortable wearing experience. 
Maybe, one day in the future, you'll see 

me wearing the 3D printed basketball boots, footwear designed based on R&D 
carried out by PEAK, during an NBA competition.”

PEAK is one of the world's first brands to apply 3D printing technology to a 
sports shoe. Three years ago, the sports brand acquired the most advanced 3D 
printing equipment and rolled out products based on the 3D printing concept. 
The brand launched the "FUTURE I" 3D printed running shoes this May.

The introduction of the 3D printed basketball boot moved PEAK into the 
position of being the world's leading sports brand in the R&D and application 
of 3D printing technology.

Based on the now quite mature technology backed by scientific research 
previously applied to the brand's 3D printed running shoes, PEAK deployed 
the SLS laser technology and the printing prototyping of the more flexible and 
lighter TPU powders in the design.

The Dwight Howard III-3D basketball boot deploys a 3D lattice structure in 
the middle of the sole, while using the 3D printed TPU structure for the vamp 
side walls, breaking existing design structure limits and expanding the room 
in which designers could allow themselves to be more creative, ultimately 
providing consumers with the world's leading professional sports product that 
is both appealing in appearance and high-performance.

Xu Zhihua, general manager of PEAK, said: "As a new prototyping and 
processing technology, 3D printing is of great significance to Chinese sports 
brands and the country's Made in China 2025 strategy.

Following introduction of the 3D printing running shoe and the 3D 
basketball boot, the brand plans to apply 3D printing technology to more 
products in the future.

Xu Zhihua added: “Our goal is to transform PEAK into the world's leading 
professional sports brand through continuous innovation and ongoing 
expansion into international markets.”

PEAK roll out first 3D 
printed basketball boot



ASICS has opened the doors to 
its largest global retail store.

Located on London’s iconic 
Regent Street, the store features all 
four ASICS brands under one roof 
for the first time.

The state-of-the-art retail space 
will bring to life the ASICS ‘Sound 
Mind, Sound Body’ philosophy.

ASICS, ASICS Tiger, Onitsuka 
Tiger and Haglöfs will now all be 
sold in one retail space. Providing a 
360-degree offering for consumers, 
the store will showcase how ASICS 
can be part of every area of their 
lives and open a new channel for the
brand to reach a wider variety 
of shoppers.

The brand has made a multi-
million Euro investment in the 840 
sqm store at a time when ASICS 
brand stores continue to show 
accelerated growth with an 18 per 
cent increase of sales in ASICS’ 
own brand stores significantly up. 
The Regent Street space is one 
of many new openings as part of 
a drive to create more physical 
brand stores in major city centres, 
including Berlin, Paris, Amsterdam, 
Tokyo and New York.

In a rapidly changing retail 
landscape ASICS is meeting 
the challenge by developing 
its business to create deeper 
consumer connections through 

brand stores, elevated shop-in-
shop systems at retail partners 
and an improved e-commerce 
platform. These elements will 
serve to create a seamless 
integrated physical and digital 
brand experience across all 
touchpoints, to lead the way 
in building a relationship with 
ASICS customers.

Alistair Cameron, CEO 
ASICS EMEA, said: “Our world 
is changing rapidly and our 
business is growing alongside 
this to become a leader in 
creating valued consumer 
connections. This store 
represents a statement that 
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ASICS opens its largest state-of-the-
art flagship store on Regent Street

NEWS

we are one brand that can deliver 
products for an active lifestyle and 
through our digital communities, 
apps and consumer interaction we 
will also inspire people to move, 
and enjoy the physical and mental 
benefits of exercise.”

The new approach offers 
consumers a fully integrated, 
holistic sports environment 
brought to life in an innovative 
and elevated shopping experience 
where both the mind and the body 
are stimulated. The ‘Sound Mind, 
Sound Body’ ethos of the brand 
will be consistently channelled 
through the use of living plant 
installations, sustainable products, 
natural wood finishes, LED 
lighting, and technology, as well as 
a complimentary juice bar and in-
house DJ booth.

Details include a unique state-
of-the-art ‘robotic shoe delivery 
system’ which will revolutionise 

staff interaction with customers 
allowing them to order product 
to be delivered to the shop floor. 
Alongside this are four ASICS 
MOTION ID areas, using sensors to 
capture consumer’s natural posture 
and style of movement when 
running. Intuitive robotic arms 
placed in the shop window and 
kinetic lighting running parallel to 
the shop floor with different colours 
pulsating at the same pace as the 
heart rate of a 100m sprinter also 
feature. Over the next three years 
ASICS aims to grow from 26 stores 
to over 140 brand stores across 
EMEA.

Coinciding with the flagship 
store launch, ASICS unveiled 
its most significant marketing 
initiative in 25 years – launching a 
new global brand message, identity, 
retail concept and integrated 
brand activation across the globe – 
kicking off in London.

The ‘I MOVE ME’ creative was 
unveiled initially across London 
through a creative activation, OOH 
and in stadium signage at the IAAF 
World Championships in Athletics 
– of which ASICS is an official
partner.

Launched in July ahead of the 
global campaign ‘#IMoveLondon’ 
is the first of many local 
manifestations of the I MOVE ME 
initiative – an expression to inspire 
a new generation of people to move 
themselves more to achieve the 
physical and mental benefits 
of exercise.
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uhlsport´s director of marketing 
and design, Melanie Steinhilber said: 
“We are very happy to embark on 
this partnership with such a popular 
and successful Bundesliga club. We 
especially hope to spread our roots 
throughout western Germany, home 
to millions of long time football fans. 
In essence, the future designs worn 
by the club can be linked back to 
its original Motto: ‘Different’. We’ll 
actively collaborate with the club 
to meet their wishes in terms of 
design and performance. Though a 
challenge, we see this partnership 
as an opportunity to grow and are 
looking forward to embarking on 
this journey with Köln.”

Since their return to Germany's 
star studded league in 2013/14, the 
team has continued to improve 

and impress. After going from 12th 
(2014/15) to 9th (2015/16) the club 
managed to further better itself, 
reaching fifth place last season and 
automatically qualifying for the 
UEFA Europa League. uhlsport 
hopes to further fuel this triumphant 
journey in the upcoming season.

Dominik Solleder, uhlsport´s 
director of sales, said: “Our entire 
team is delighted with the bond 
between ourselves and Köln. 
Strategically, this is a giant step 
forward for us as it perfectly fits into 
our sales and promotion scheme 
of further developing football and 
other team sports goods. I believe 
that what closed the deal for us are 
our high quality, reliable as well as 
modern and technical products. 
Now, we have our eyes set on the 
future and hope to further expand 
into the football world on both a 
national and international level.”

Alexander Wehrle, the clubs 
managing director, said “1. FC Köln 
is no ordinary, off the peg club. 
Therefore, it only makes sense we 
also don´t want to play in regular 
off the peg kits. By coming together 
with uhslport, we have ensured just 
that for at least the upcoming four 
seasons. We are very happy to have 
found a partner who can match 
our rigorous standards in terms of 
design, quality, reliability as well as 
individuality.”

In order to meet the club's visions 
and desires new individualised kits 
and other merchandise articles will 
be launched prior to next autumn.

September 2018 marks the first 
season of uhlsport´s and Köln´s 
partnership

When thinking about the 
Bundesliga and some of it’s most 
prominent teams, the 1. FC Köln 
directly springs to mind. Being the 
Bundesliga's first ever champion, 
backed by an entire city with over 
100,000 club members and fans 
spread far and wide across the globe 
it can be said that Köln is the club for 
anyone and everyone. This explains 
how the club´s motto: “SPÜRBAR 
ANDERS" (DIFFERENT) was 
established.

By securing the sponsorship 
agreement with Köln the Balingen-
based sports outfitter hopes to 
strengthen its brand image and 
attract attention from new fans.

Following the recent 
announcement of HOKA 
One One as Tor de Géants 
Gold partner, the running 
shoe brand's founders Jean-
Luc Diard and Christophe 
Aubonnet will take part in 
this year’s race.  Diard said: 
“For me, Tor represents a 
kind of ultimate communion 
– communion with an 
exceptional nature and 
roughness which forces you to 
draw from the bottom of your 
physical and mental resources, 
and communion with the 
inhabitants of the region.”

Wearing the new Speedgoat 2, 
HOKA athlete Lionel Trivel will 
also race alongside the founders, 

hoping to be the next Team HOKA 
athlete to win the race after 
Patrick Bohard in 2015.

In addition to their elite 
runners; HOKA will also be 
supporting ten amateur runners 
as they experience the challenge of 
their lives for the first time.

Tor des Géants is the first and 
only known race to combine long 
distance trail running with the 
individuality of every runner. 
Known as “the toughest trail 
on Earth”, the 330km, single 
stage race passes through 34 
picturesque villages in the Acosta 
Valley. With a maximum time 
limit of 150 hours, all athletes 
are responsible for their basic 
subsistence supplies and can only 
stop for refills at refreshment 
points. Tor des Gèants takes place 
this year from September 10-17.

HOKA One One founders 
to run Tor des Géants

uhlsport embarks on a new 
journey together with 1. FC Köln



I AM DIFFERENT.
EVERY DAY.
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NEW MICHAEL PHELPS 
SWIM METHOD PRODUCTS  

– AVAILABLE TO UK 
RETAILERS

The first line of Michael Phelps 
Swim Method products is now 

available to UK retailers.
The line has been developed 

and designed by Aqua Sphere 
in close collaboration with 
Michael Phelps’s original 

swimming instructor Cathy 
Bennett and the Michael Phelps 

Swim School, a water safety 
course based on the motor skills 
of swimming (kicking, stroking 

and rhythmic breathing) but 
also focusing on a swimmer’s 

needs to mentally understand 
the properties of water so that 

he/she can safely prepare how to 
become a swimmer.  

Michael Phelps himself had 
an early fear of water and was 

scared to put his face in 
the water.

Intended to be used to help 
train young children to swim, 

the Michael Phelps Swim 
Method product line offers 
purposeful equipment for 
the earliest stages of swim 

instruction so that children 
can safely learn to splash, float, 

swim and train, helping them 
to become comfortable and 

confident.
There are progressive levels 

of product, starting with Level 
One ‘Splash’ to assist parents 

introducing six-month-old 
babies to water and getting 

them acclimatized to the feeling 
of being in water, and moving 
through to Level Two ‘Float’ 
for two- six-year-olds which 

offers comfortable and stable 
buoyancy swim vests and arm 
floats designed to assist with a 

safe and secure floating position.
Level Three ‘Swim’ offers dive 

rings to encourage children to 
dive under water confidently, 

encouraging rhythmic breathing 
and building a streamlined body 
position, and Level Four ‘Train’ 

for advanced beginners offers 
a cleverly designed kick board 
to encourage more advanced 
streamlined swimming and 
breathing techniques.  The 
resources are designed to 
supplement and reinforce 

professional swimming lessons 
with a trained and experienced 

instructor, building water 
confidence and - of course - 

making swimming fun.
Michael Phelps said: “I was 

fortunate to be enrolled in a 
water safety class when I was 
five years old.  Ever since, the 
pool has provided me with a 

place to have fun, stay healthy, 
set goals, work hard and gain 

confidence.  Now it’s my turn to 
give back.”

The organisers of The 2018 
Running Awards have 
confirmed that nominations and 
voting in the Running Events 
and Races categories will open 
on Thursday, September 14, 
followed by all other categories 
on September 21.

It is the first step in the exciting 
run-up to the prestigious awards 
ceremony that takes place at indigo 
at The O2 in London on Thursday, 
April 19, 2018, celebrating the best 
of running and its culture.

This will be the fifth edition 
of The Running Awards and it 
promises, as always, to be a highly 
anticipated evening on the cusp 
of the Virgin Money London 
Marathon weekend. Running fever 
in the capital will be at a high and 
runners of all ages and abilities will 
be eager to see who comes away 
with the coveted Running Awards 

trophies, as voted by runners 
themselves. 

The Running Awards is the 
only independent annual awards 
ceremony that gives runners and 
consumers the chance to nominate 
and vote for their favourite running 
products, brands, publications, 
sports retailers, charities and 
events. 

Nominations and votes are 
free, to ensure that true runners’ 
favourites are recognised, and 
anyone is able to nominate and 
vote with just their name and email 
address at therunningawards.
com. Categories include charities, 
books, clothing brands, shoe brands, 
accessories, nutrition, blogs, online 
communities, events, retailers, apps 
and wearable tech. 

The opening of nominations on 
September 14 gives runners plenty 
of time to place their nominations, 

until these close on November 
29. Nominations are validated 
and made live to vote for on The 
Running Awards website during 
this time, and voting is cumulative.

On December 6, a shortlist of the 
top 12 in each category is published 
and voting is then re-opened to 
find the top three in each category. 
Voting for all categories except the 
Charity categories closes on  March 
15, and the winners are announced 
at The Running Awards ceremony 
in April. Voting in the Charity 
categories closes as the awards 
commence.

The Running Awards is well 
known for hosting hundreds of 
A-list industry figures as well as 
running enthusiasts from the 
running community and key 
running press. Before the ceremony 
gets under way, guests enjoy a 
glamorous drinks reception and 
three-course fine dining. 

Paul Corrick, co-founder of 
The Running Awards, said: “We 
are excited to announce that 
nominations for The 2018 Running 
Awards will open on September 
14. This will be the fifth year of The 
Running Awards and competition 
has never been higher for our 
sought-after awards celebrating 
the best of running. We welcome 
runners of all abilities to cast their 
nominations and votes to help us 
find the real favourites among the 
running community, and we look 
forward to revealing the winners at
the fantastic awards ceremony in 
April.”

Go to therunningawards.com for 
further information about The 2018 
Running Awards and to nominate 
and vote.

You can also like the Facebook 
page and follow @RunningAward 
on Twitter to keep up-to-date with 
all the latest news and ticket sales 
for The 2018 Running Awards.

Honey Stinger 
relaunch in the UK

Synergy, the award-winning 
international sports and 
entertainment marketing 
agency, has been appointed 
by Under Armour following 
a competitive pitch process, 
to grow and evolve the profile 
of the brand, products and 
sponsorships in the UK.

The appointment will see Synergy 
and Under Armour expand their 
partnership following a series of 
successful joint projects together 
in 2017, including creating a unique 
collaboration between grime artist 
Kano and Heavyweight World 
Champion Anthony Joshua to 
celebrate AJ’s stunning victory 

The 2018 Running Awards 
open for nominations in 
September

against Wladimir Klitschko.
Synergy will take over all 

press office activity and media 
facing responsibilities as well as 
supporting activations across Under 
Armour’s sponsorships, including 
Wasps, Southampton, Andy Murray, 
The Welsh Rugby Union and 
Anthony Joshua.

Tim Crow, CEO at Synergy, said: 
“Under Armour is one of the most 
exciting and innovative brands 
in the world, whose progressive 
approach mirrors our own, and 
we’re hugely looking forward to 
continuing our work with them.”

Paul Nugent, senior director, 
marketing, Under Armour Europe, 
added: “As Under Armour rapidly 
grows across the UK and Europe, 
we want to work with partners 
that can help us tell our incredible 
brand, product, athlete and team 
stories in the most disruptive way. 
Synergy has great credentials in 
sport and a shared passion for 
constantly pushing the boundaries 
in everything we do.”

Synergy appointed as Under 
Armour UK’s retained PR Agency

Honey Stinger have 
relaunched in the UK market 
after a year-and-a-half hiatus, 
with the reintroduction of 
tasty chews, bars and gels, 
packed with energy. 

Honey Stinger, with long-
term UK partner 2pure, have 
relaunched in the UK this summer 
with a revised range of high-
quality, tasty, honey-based energy 
and nutrition products for the 
sport and outdoor markets.

Evolving through time, 
Honey Stinger has since 2002 
been focused on using the best 
ingredients, to make the best 
tasting energy foods made with 
the best ingredients. Available in 
the UK will be the Energy Bars, 
Energy gels and Energy Chews. 
Based on feedback from users the 
Honey Stinger brand has found 
favour with runners, walkers, 
cyclists, ultra runners, expeditions 
as well as day trippers who just 
want a tasty top up wherever their 
adventures take them. 

2pure Brand Manager, Simon 
Lock, said: “We are delighted 
to work with Honey Stinger, a 
market-leading brand with a 
reputation for making some of the 
best tasting energy foods around 
and we look forward to bringing 
this back to our customers across 
the UK.”

Energy Chews: Honey Stinger 
Organic Energy Chews are 
unique, as they are the first to 
include naturally occurring fibre 
and protein derived from 100 
per cent organic tapioca syrup 
and honey. Not only are Honey 
Stinger chews smaller and softer 
than others on the market, Honey 
Stinger Organic Energy Chews 
are great because they don’t stick 
to your teeth and taste amazing, 
making them the perfect snack or 
energy fuel! 

Flavours: Pomegranate 
Passionfruit, Grapefruit, Pink 
Lemonade.

Energy Bars:  Newly 
reformulated to create a better 
texture and taste. Their energy 
bars are made with over 30 
per cent honey, 5g Non-GMO 
Soy Protein, 23 vitamins and 
minerals, whole grains, calcium, 
antioxidants, natural flavours 
and all the benefits of the Honey 
Stinger energy gel. These delicious 
bars are great for a healthy snack 
alternative and before or during a 
workout. 

Flavours: Rocket Chocolate, 
Peanut Butter ‘n Honey. 

Energy Gels: With a blend of 
organic tapioca syrup, organic 
honey and electrolytes, Honey 
Stinger Organic Gels offer new 
and unique flavour varieties. 

Flavours: Acai and 
Pomegranate, Fruit Smoothie, 
Mango Orange .
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also the only Speed Suit to conserve 
core leg and back muscles while 
maintaining freedom of movement, 
allowing athletes to improve their 
speed and race performance.

Designed for elite racing such 
as Ironman non-wetsuit events, 
the Phantom Speed Suit utilises 
Aqua Sphere’s expertise in the 
competitive swim market (in 
2015 Aqua Sphere partnered with 

swimming legend Michael Phelps 
to create the MP brand for elite 
swimmers) to create a product with 
unique capabilities.

The garment is engineered 
using Aqua Sphere’s exclusive 
Exo-Core technology which uses a 
strategic combination of fabrics for 
heightened function. The 3D Exo-
Foil fabric gives superb flexibility, 
reduced drag and superior water 
glide and the high density Aqua 
Core fabric delivers lift in the water 
and compression at the thighs 
for excellent quad stabilization, 
conserving energy during the swim.

Other features include thermo 
bonded seams for minimal chafing 
and comfort and a locking zipper for 
minimal drag and quick T1 time.     

Terenzo Bozzone (2008 Ironman 
70.3 World Champion, 25x Ironman 
70.3 Champion) said: “I had the 
opportunity to race in the Phantom 
Speed Suit several times at the end 
of the 2016 season and this suit is a 
new level of fast! The fabric doesn’t 
hold the water so it stays light. The 
tight fit helps to keep my core stable 
and to keep me hydrodynamic and 
in an efficient position in the water 
so I can get through the swim in the 
fastest possible time with the least 
amount of effort. I know when I put 
the Phantom Speed Suit on it means 
business - so let’s get ready for a fast 
swim!”

Available in male and female 
versions for February 2018 retail, 
the Phantom Speed Suit is 
£199.99 SRP.

Trialled by elite athletes at 
last year’s Ironman World 
Championships, at Kona, and 
subsequently tested and re-
tested to ensure optimal speed 
and performance, the new 
Phantom Speed Suit from Aqua 
Sphere delivers impressive 
performance benefits.

Offering compression, reduced 
drag and buoyancy, the Phantom is 

Norwegian high end men’s underwear maker Comfyballs is 
finally available in the UK.

Solo Sports Brands Ltd has announced a UK partnership with 
Comfyballs to provide the country with the Ultimate Unique Boxer.

Comfyballs was conceived and designed in Norway and is a brand that 
delivers real benefits.

Richard Townsend, UK sales manager, said: “All Comfyballs 
incorporate the PackageFront, an innovative use of elastic fabric seams, 
designed for ultimate comfort by reducing heat transfer and restricting 
movement.

“Comfyballs boxer trunks are tailored using flat-lock seams and super 
soft oeko-tex certified fabrics for superior comfort and breathability.

“We are working hard to bring Comfyballs to the High street, as we 
believe Every man deserves Comfyballs.”

Comfyballs ready for UK

Aqua Sphere launches 
Phantom Speed Suit 
for elite triathletes
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To be the best you have 
to play with the best

“Retailers can buy across all of 
our sports and all of our brands 
in any permutations they wish. 
These days, especially for the small 
independent it may well be that 
they want to order their stock at 
3am on a Sunday morning or a quiet 
time in the shop, this gives them 
the flexibility and access to do that. 
The site is also fully responsive, so 
it not only works on a PC but also 
operates and looks good on an iPad,  
tablet or a mobile phone.

Edward Lowy, MD Unicorn 
Group, talks to Mark Hayhurst 
about their new B2B website

“Our focus is very much about 
supporting the independent retailer 
in the trade. We do that through all 
our brands, through extensive social 
media exposure, and our job is to 
generate demand for our branded 
products.

“We have also built into the 
website a comprehensive store 
locater facility which goes right 
down to street view level so a 
consumer can find a retailer as we 
are trying to drive traffic to them.”

the sports we are involved in.”
The new site has a two-pronged 

attack, one for consumers but, 
more importantly, one for 
retailers.

Edward said: “The site operates 
at two levels, really. Firstly, for 
consumers who want to find out 
more about our brands then they 
can see our entire range offering. 
But, for the trade, we will allocate 
specific sign-in credentials. When 
they log-in they have access to 
additional features such as seeing 
our online stock availability. They 
will be able to place orders there 
and then with a specially laid out 
format that has in mind the needs 
of a trade buyer as opposed to that 
of a consumer.

“Up until now if they had 
wanted to order, let's say, some 
darts and some cue products 
from us under the Unicorn and 
Powerglide banners, they would 
really need to work on two orders 
but now it's just one single basket. 
Everything goes in there and we 
deal with the complexities of 
executing that order and fulfilling 
it. They then get all their order in 
one delivery.

TECHNOLOGY

If you are going to build 
something new you have to 
start from the ground up.

And that was Edward Lowy's 
view when he revamped the 
company's websites. The MD of 
Unicorn Group had assessed their 
websites, which encompassed 
Unicorn Darts, Gunn & Moore, 
Powerglide and Molten Sports, and 
found them wanting.

So it was a case of tear it down 
and build it back up again to make 
it easier for retailers to use and buy 
their goods.

Edward said: “Firstly, as a 
business, we are custodians of four 
brands, Unicorn, Gunn & Moore, 
Powerglide and Molten. In terms 
of websites they all had their own 
individual sites and they were not 
up to scratch for trading in 2017. 
We took a step back, took a long 
hard look at how we should appear 
to the trade and how to be able to be 
easier to deal with. The conclusion 
was none of the websites we had 
were fit for purpose.

“And so we started  from scratch, 
with entirely new architecture 
that encompasses every sport and 
brand that we are involved in. We 
put them all under the umbrella of 
www.playwiththebest.com. When 
a customer goes to the site they can 
immediately go straight into any of 

EDWARD LOWY, 
MD UNICORN GROUP



What does your 
store, brand or 
product name 

mean to you? Is it descriptive? 
Is it attention-grabbing? Is it 
thought-provoking? 

More importantly, what do your 
consumers think?  Try to ignore the 
emotional connections and insider 
knowledge you have of the story 
behind the name, and ask yourself if 
it works for someone who has never 
heard of you before.  

Product and brand names are 
vital. They serve myriad purposes, 
from describing the product, brand 
or store, to setting the tone for 

www.sports-insight.co.uk

consumer (and potential consumer) 
perceptions.

Whether you like it or not, when 
it comes to names, first impressions 
count.

Brands spend considerable 
time and resources researching 
and deciding on the name for a 
product or a range. Many parts 
of the business have an input and 
become stakeholders in the process. 
The product team will be keen to 
stress the tech story, the marketing 
department will want to ensure 
any moniker appeals to the correct 
consumer demographic, whilst the 
all-powerful legal team may scupper 
it all if their research shows another 
brand has got there first.

Names can make or break a 
venture though, and it is a tough 
balance to strike. Quirky and 
memorable will certainly leave an 
impression, but it’s vital that your 
name appeals to the people you want 
your product to appeal to.

As an example, recently, running 
through a neighbouring village I 
saw a house undergoing significant 
renovations. Attached to the metal 

frame around the building was 
the sign "supplied by EXTREME 
Scaffolding". 

Can you imagine the discussions? 
“We need a rugged, robust name 
which will attract consumers and 
businesses to our services and 
demonstrate our ability to get the 
toughest jobs done".

All well and good.  However, if I 
was just replacing a couple of roof 
tiles or painting a small section at 
the top of my house, I might consider 
my needs less than extreme, and that 
a more timid scaffolding company 
could help me and I may choose to 
go elsewhere. I’ve not found “Bog-
Standard Scaffolding inc.” in the 
yellow pages yet though.

When it comes to naming 
shoes, the running industry 
has traditionally strived to use 
aspirational names synonymous 
with speed, endurance, victory 
or achievement. Or names that 
promise (or at least imply) 
performance enhancing features. 
They need to be light, or fast, or 
cushioned, or guarantee amazing 
energy return.  
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For example, EVERUN Triumph, 
Air Streak and Gel Nimbus all give 
a dynamic spin on what the product 
might offer.  Although this rule 
did not always fit; one of the first 
running shoes I was sent out to sell 
was a racing shoe called the “Grid 
Static.”  Maybe we were not so 
aspirational back then!

There are other famous naming 
mistakes out there. When things 
have gone completely wrong, brands 
or companies have been forced, 
tails between their legs,  to change 
their names back. Remember 
“Consignia”? No, not many people 
did - even when it happened, so they 
quickly went back to being the Post 
Office!  

And then there’s the perilous 
issues associated with taking the 
brand international; translating 
product names into different 
languages is regularly fraught with 
difficulty. Mazda’s MR2 didn’t 
sound quite so snappy when it was 
released to the French market (say 
it slowly). Another classic mistake 
was from the US equivalent of the 
Dairy Council who used “Got Milk?” 

on a national campaign. This punchy 
strapline was memorable for all the 
wrong reasons when translated into 
Spanish for Southern states - ‘Are 
you lactating?’ wasn’t quite the 
effect they were (presumably) going 
for.

More positively and closer 
to home, there are dozens of 
imaginative run speciality names 
out there, especially if you’re not 
scared of a pun or two. 

The Athlete’s Foot, A Snail’s Pace, 
The Tortoise and The Hare, Tri 
and Run, The Finish Line and The 
Runner’s High are all in the store 
listings somewhere in the English-
speaking world.

There are some good and bad 
examples here, I’ll let you decide 
which are which.

And therein lies the point.  As 
with many elements of marketing 
and brand presentation, the key 
consideration when it comes to 
product or band names should 
always be what the customer thinks. 

Put yourself in their shoes and 
you stand more chance of them 
putting themselves in yours.

Jonathan Quint, Saucony Marketing Director EMEA, examines 
the thorny issue of names

FIRST IMPRESSIONS COUNT – PUT 
YOURSELF IN YOUR CUSTOMERS' SHOES

“ Quirky and memorable will certainly leave an impression, but it’s vital that your name appeals
to the people you want your product to appeal to ”
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"You can also hashtag that in to 
retailer links so it can go directly 
through to a product page and we 
can also reward the athlete based on 
that trail. So if they put a link and it 
goes to a retailer and they sell 100 
shirts we can set it up so the retailer 
pays the athlete a five per cent 
commission or something like that. 
It becomes a lot more manageable 
and accountable.

“We hope to have that launched 
by the end of November.”

The aim is for Odlo to become 
a fully encompassed sportswear 
brand, covering cycling, running 
and training.

James said: “One of big focuses is 
women's training and we have just 
launched a partnership with Pilch 
Intersport, at Jarrolds, in Norwich. 
They're trialling one of our new 
massive bra fixtures and will also 
be one of the first to have our new 
Women's flash program, which is 
just about to be launched in Europe 
and then the UK in Spring, with a 
few selected retailers. Every month 
we will refresh women's training. 
We will do  a completely bespoke 
women's athleisure training outfit 
every month, it's not available 
online or before or after the month 
starts. Whatever is left at the end 
of the month we take out of the 
store and change it to something 
completely new.”

To target the cycling and running 
markets Odlo are looking to build 
up from a grassroots level, through 
local communities and a visible 
presence at events.

James said: “A big part of what 
we do is community driven. So, 
as an example, with some of the 
local running shops we put on Odlo 
evenings events – runners come 
along, they meet at the shop they 
can get a discount on our stuff, 
there's some of our shirts they can 
try on the night and if they come 
to five of the six evenings we give 
them a free baselayer, so there is 
an incentive for them to come and 
build the community and running 
events.

“As part of that we held the Odlo 
Run Club in London this summer, 
which was 12 events from Covent 
Garden. If runners attended nine 

out of the 12 you got an Odlo outfit 
and free entry to the Richmond 
10k, and its hard to get an entry into 
that. We had 26 people that ended 
up doing the race for us as kind of a 
Team Odlo.”

But it is not just through 
community events that Odlo are 
looking to build their brand. Social 
media and brand ambassadors will 
also play a big part in their plans. 

James said: “The ambassadors 
programme is one of my next big 
projects. We will be aiming to 
use athletes, some key influential 
bloggers, social media bloggers, 
instagram accounts but also local 
champions.

“The Ambassador program is 
more grassroots content driven 
and what I am looking at doing  is 
using a new app called Picstars. It 
will have athlete driven content 
where they are rewarded on the 
interaction of their content. So if 
they do a post and it's 'hey look at 
me I am wearing my Odlo gear and 
doing a backflip' and that picks up 
1,000 likes, we may pay them 10p 
a like. So we will agree that before 
they do the post and agree how 
many posts they can do and the 
budget over the year. Of course, if 
they absolutely smash it and get 
a million likes and it costs us a 
fortune then hopefully we've got the 
benefits of it in sales.

www.sports-insight.co.uk

underwear business as a whole.
“It almost doesn't exist in the UK 

as it does in Europe. You still see a 
lot of people wearing a t-shirt or a 
vest underneath their day-to-day 
shirt but not high performance 
anti-bacterial shirts like we do. So 
it's trying to transform the whole 
underwear base layer approach to a 
more technical market.”

The brand wants to diversify its 
consumer base and for extremely 
practical reasons.

James added: “Running and 
cycling is where we need to drive 
the business. If we have a bad 
winter and are 70-75 per cent into 
that season and it doesn't snow or 
it's not cold then that is bad for us. If 
the weather is warm – more people 
will be out running and cycling so 
we will pick up the business there. 
It's about spreading our risk.”
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Odlo has big plans to 
strengthen it's position 
in the UK marketplace.

With over 70 years of history, the 
brand's initial focus was mainly on 
Nordic winter sports but they have 
expanded their footprint to become 
a true performance brand.

James Clark, Country Manager 
Odlo UK & Ireland, while 
acknowledging that Odlo is not the 
biggest player in the UK and Ireland, 
is aiming to push the brand's 
recognition into new realms.

James said: “If you look at the 
major events that we are involved in 
they are very winter sports focused. 
The main reason for that is it's low 
hanging fruit for us for picking up 
consumers. Certainly, from a UK 
perspective, we are so small that 
we could just focus on skiing and 
we would double our turnover in 12 
months.

“The skiing industry should 
be a relatively straight forward 
approach. It's where we have been 
for a while, Snow and Rock is one of 
our biggest customers for example, 
but the biggest drive is actually 
to create and build the sports 

ODLO ARE AIMING FOR 
COMMUNITY GROWTH
James Clark, Country Manager Odlo UK & Ireland, 

talks to Mark Hayhurst about the brand's 
expansion plans for the UK  and Ireland



HONEYLICIOUS!
Honey Stinger’s glorious honey-based energy foods 

are back in the UK, ready to keep you fuelled.

BACK 
IN 

STOCK

ENERGY CHEWS

Honey Stinger Organic Energy Chews are the 
first to include naturally occurring fibre and 
protein derived from 100% organic tapioca 
syrup and honey. They don’t stick to your 
teeth and taste amazing, making them the 

perfect snack or energy fuel!

PINK LEMONADE • POMEGRANATE PASSIONFRUIT • 
GRAPEFRUIT

With a blend of organic tapioca syrup, 
organic honey and electrolytes, Honey 
Stinger Organic Energy Gels offer a quick 

and tasty burst of energy.

ACAI POMEGRANATE • FRUIT SMOOTHIE • 
MANGO ORANGE

These energy bars truly stand out from the 
rest. Made with over 30% honey, these 
delicious bars are great for a healthy snack 
alternative and before or during a workout.

PEANUT BUTTER N’ HONEY • ROCKET CHOCOLATE

ENERGY BARSENERGY GELS

ORDER NOW 2PUREB2B.CO.UK LEARN MORE HONEYSTINGERUK.CO.UK

SRP £2.65

SRP £2.00SRP £1.60

2PURE/
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2Pure stocking 
Topo

Launched in 2013, Topo Athletic (driven 
by Tony Post) has a strong mission to 

develop footwear that helps amplify the 
body’s natural and intuitive abilities 
offering a range of shoes designed to 

honour the shape of the foot and respect 
the body’s mechanics. Light-weight, 

roomy toe box.

Personalising 
outdoor walk wear

 Brother embroidery machines provide 
customisation services and allows you 
to generate additional income for your 

business from walkers and outdoor pursuits 
enthusiasts. The Brother PR1050X and 

PR655 are ideal for adding logos, names and 
numbers to tops, shorts, jumpers, bags 

and more.

Arena Cobra 
Tri Mirror

The ultimate goggle for intensive 
swimming and triathlon: optimal vision 

with no water flowing over the lenses. 
3D gasket for the best fit and comfort.

2pure aWorkbook 
Success

Mark Downie at 2pure said: “The 2pure 
aWorkbook is our constantly updated 

product guide providing dealers and reps 
with a flexible order review and buying tool. 
It allows personalised ranges to be planned 
more effectively based on filtered views of 

collections and categories with super-useful 
Excel and PDF outputs.” 2pure digitally 

leading with aWorkbook.

New satmap unit
The new Active 20 is a significant advance in 
handheld sports GPS devices. It is easy to use, 

sets new standards of dual touchscreen and 
button control, superb mapping and best in 

class GPS performance, all combined within a 
robust platform. Dual control, superb mapping 

and durable.

0131 449 4147
tradeactive@2pure.co.uk

www.2pure.co.uk

0161 235 0344
www.brothersewing.co.uk

01539 622322
info@solosport.co.uk
www.solosports.co.uk

01460 279744
marketing@aworkbook.com

aworkbook.com

0116 234 4611
sales@burton-mccall.com

www.solartechnology.co.uk

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Booband Breast 
Support Band

Booband is a new wearable band for women who 
want additional support, comfort and confidence 

during sports and activities, particularly high-
impact. The Booband helps prevent excessive 

breast movement by adding more compression to 
the top of the chest therefore reducing vertical and 

lateral movement. Asset protection.

0779 329 2758
support@thebooband.com

www.thebooband.com

The Ultimate Sports 
Accessory

Blue Frog Sport Towel Pro features two 
different super-soft microfibre fabrics, one to 

wipe skin and one to clean equipment. Two 
hidden zipped pockets keep valuables safe 

and secure, and the elasticated loop hangs on 
the equipment as well as securing the rolled 
up towel. Two-sided, zipped-pocket, sweat 

towel.

07970 766816
www.blue-frog.uk.com

mpsportsagencies@gmail.com

Swimmer’s back 
pack

Enjoying exceptional demand for its 
swimwear, the MP brand collaboration of 
Michael Phelps and Aqua Sphere is now 

introducing a cleverly designed swimmer’s 
back pack. Available now. Speak to the swim 

experts on the number below. Swimming, 
performance, style.

01254 692200
martin.newton@aqualung.uk
www.aquasphereswim.com/uk

Sports Insightwww.sports-insight.co.uk @SportsInsightUK @SportsInsightHub:
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CEP Nighttech 
Socks

Featuring eye-catching and reflective 
coloured dots on the calf, the CEP 

Nighttech Socks are  designed to help 
promote better visibility for athletes that 
train in the dark. Available in three bright 

colours, and as a calf sleeve or long sock 
version, they promote optimum recovery 
and performance thanks to targeted medi 

compression technology.

Adidas Speed 50
The Speed 50 boxing glove is made of a PU 
material for long-lasting durability, highly-
compressed IMF foam, elasticated velcro 
strap and is printed with the Adidas logo 
and the classic three stripes design. Full 

range of Adidas boxing available online at 
Cartasport.

Vibram Five 
Toe Socks

Featuring an arch compression design 
with flexible toe pockets. Coolmax 

technology has been integrated with the 
200N knitting enabling these socks to 

offer an excellent moisture management 
system, superior breathability and faster 

drying times for a nice snug, performance 
driven fit. Five Toes, Comfort, 

Performance, Moisture Management.

01432 373500
enquiries@mediuk.co.uk

www.cepsports.co.uk/shop

01535 600342
sales@cartasport.com
www.cartasport.com

01702 530656
essex@charlesbirch.com

www.charlesbirch.com

Pro Suspension 
Trainer

The Fitness Mad Pro Suspension Trainer 
is a portable lightweight training system 

that allows you to workout anytime, 
anywhere be it from a door frame, wall 

anchor or a tree. Use your own body 
weight as resistance and strengthen the 
whole body, whilst building muscle and 

burning unwanted fat.

01386 425920
www.mad-hq.com

Why compression 
wear?

ATAK Compression Wear plays a big 
part in helping you recover from intense 
training. When you apply compression 
to specific body parts in a balanced and 

accurate way, it accelerates blood flow. This 
gets more oxygen to your working muscles 

– and boosts your performance.

+3539322400
sales@atak.ie
www.atak.ie

Sports Performance 
Insoles

Whatever your sport reduce your risk of 
injury with Enertor advanced technology 
insoles. Enertor insoles provide superior 

shock absorption for better pain relief and 
improved comfort. The unique design features 
protect your feet with every stride. Worn and 

endorsed by Usain Bolt. Powered by D3O 
shock absorption.

01202 812000
sales@apolloleisure.co.uk

www.enertor.com

Comfyballs 
Ultimate Boxers

Traditional boxers are not designed to 
keep your equipment sufficiently in place. 

Comfyballs wanted to change that and have 
developed what they believe are the most 

comfortable boxers ever made.

01539 622322
info@solosport.co.uk
www.solosports.co.uk

Tech+ Compression 
Socks

Tech+ Compression Socks provide graduated 
compression to help reduce fatigue and help 

with recovery. They also feature targeted arch 
and Achilles support as well as an anatomical 

and seamless toe for ultimate comfort. 
Durable and comfortable compression socks.

0178929442
info@dmp.uk.com
www.dmp.uk.com
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New Lite-Comfort
Hilly has just launched a new sock to its 

line-up following on from the very successful 
Lite-Cushion. The new Lite-Comfort features 

space-dye knitting to the main body and 
mid-level cushioning in key impact zones. 
The design is completed with an under toe 

seamless construction and a vented upper and 
arch. Order now to secure your first-in-line 

delivery at the start of 2018.

European Retail 
Distribution

Import Services manages retail 
supply chains, from product origin 
to customer delivery, in the UK and 

Europe. Their warehouses are located 
in Southampton, the first port of call 
for container ships originating from 
the Far East, which decreases your 
transport time and logistics costs. 

Time and cost saving logistics.

The protection 
of choice from 

Makura
The Makura Sport range of mouthguards 

offer the ultimate choice of innovative, 
competitively priced mouthguards. 

Featuring proprietary technology like 
SHOKBLOKER outers, GELFORM liners 
and FLEXICORE centres, Makura is the 

protection of choice for athletes.

Performance 
Evolution Warm

Odlo Performance evolution sports underwear 
provides the ultimate fit and comfort using 

seamless technology allowing freedom 
of movement. Their unique ODLO effect 
antibacterial keeps you fresh all day long. 

Available as part of their NOS (Never out of 
stock) range. Seamless, odour free, body mapped, 

never out of stock, temperature control.

GenesisPro 
Hockey Stick

Mimicking the graphics of the Evolution 0.1 
creates an aspirational stick for players to 
develop their skills using an intermediate 

stick. Good power with excellent touch and 
vibration control. The Pro Bend and full midi 
head ensure skill execution is fully supported. 
Thirty per cent Carbon, power, touch, control.

0161 366 5020
sales@hillysocks.com
www.hillysocks.com

01489 799 500
port-centric@importservices.co.uk

www.importservices.co.uk

0330 333 8940
sales@makurasport.com

makurasport.com

07581741799 / 0845 6037289
james.clark@odlo.com 

uk@odlo.com  www.odlo.com

01483 757 677
sales@mercianhockey.com
www.mercianhockey.com

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Mission Cooling 
Towels

The Mission Enduracool Towel works 
when a series of hollow core fibres are 
infused with water. These pathways 

command the rate of evaporation to power 
you with instant, prolonged cooling effect. 

Controlling your body’s temperature to 
unlock performance means you can go 
harder, longer. Activates in three steps, 

soak, wring, snap.

Solosports Brands
info@solosport.co.uk

015396 22322

Bio-Logix 
Knee Brace

The McDavid Bio-Logix knee brace has 
been engineered to create a semi-rigid 

lightweight and highly-supportive brace. 
Provides pain relief and support for various 
moderate knee instabilities and conditions. 

Features innovative Sleeve-Lock Fit 
System compression sleeve that wraps over 

brace exterior/straps adding support and 
fit. ISPO innovation winner 2016.

01582 670100
sales@hy-pro.co.uk

www.mcdavid.eu 

 sports insight selects
Women's Hyperion running shoes

Brooks' lightest and fastest road-running shoes, the women's Hyperion racing flats are 
made for chasing down personal bests—no matter what speed that is. Engineered for 

maximum efficiency and energy return. Featuring Biomogo DNA Midsole Cushioning, 
Propulsion Pods, Midfoot Transition Zone and Perforated Stretch-Woven Upper.

www.brooksrunning.com

Optimum 
Doodleball - 

Football or Rugby
Optimum's Doodleball (RRP £9.99) is 
the perfect Christmas gift. Pick from a 

mini Football or Rugby Ball and bring the 
dinosaurs design to life using the doodle 

pens. Sets include a mini football/rugby ball, 
four pens, mini pump and a stand.  Forward 
orders  before September 30 will receive ten 

percent discount.

01942497707
enquiries@optimumsport.com

www.optimumsport.com
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PureLime
PureLime is the dedicated women’s 

athleisure, active and tennis brand. They 
use pure crisp Danish design in modern 

technical fabrics to create garments that 
are feminine, fashionable and functional 

with a superb fit. Their clothes always 
reflect a woman’s priorities to look good but 
still perform.PureLime, Danish athleisure 

and activewear.

Precision 
Gymsack

Lightweight bag with a drawstring 
closure. The perfect ‘Back to School’ 
essential! With PU material, the bag 
is suitable for both wet and dry kit. 

Available in Black, Pink, Blue or Navy. 
Grab yours today.

Pro Tour Board 
and Surround

Target’s Pro Tour Dartboard features 
Smart Edge Technology which is 35 per 

cent thinner than conventional round wire 
dart boards, increasing your target area 

and maximising averages.  Complete with 
The Pro Tour Surround, developed to offer 
the best protection from stray darts whilst 

embodying Target’s distinctive design 
aesthetic.  Items sold separately. 

01697 742 711
martinhudson@purelime.com

www.purelime.com

0115 938 6444
sales@reydonsports.com
www.reydonsports.com

01279 410 155
Info@target-darts.co.uk
www.target-darts.co.uk
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Command the game
The Reusch Re:load Prime S1 is a takedown of 
two Pro styles and is offered at a competitive 
retail price of £45 with a children’s option at 
£20. The new Camou design is very striking 

and already has a number of Pro keepers ready 
to wear this backhand! Unique camouflage 

design for Reusch.

0161 439 4383
reuschuk@btinternet.com

www.reusch.com

Neoprene Beach 
Volleyball

Schildkrot neoprene Beach Volleyball, size 
5, in three new assorted colours - red/blue, 

neon-orange/neon-green, blue/yellow. 
Uninflated, mesh carry bag provided. Soft 
to the touch, excellent grip and salt-water 

resistant.

dj@mts-sport.de
www.mts-sport.de

Sport retail tech 
solutions

As an Intersport supplier, Retail IT 
understands the challenges sports retailers 

face. Their software includes customer 
loyalty tools, fashion matrix management, 

item classification, season management and 
effective price and discount management - 

providing powerful insights into future buying 
decisions. The software is easy to use for 

sports-store staff.

020 8605 9727
info@retailit.com
www.retailit.com

Zoggs holiday 
swimwear

Whether it is a dip in the sea or a splash 
in the pool, Zoggs offers the perfect 
swimsuit for any holiday. With eye-

catching prints and fantastic hidden 
support, their swimwear is created with 

real women in mind. Their 2017 range 
is available to ship now in a variety of 

colours, patterns and silhouettes.

01276 489089
cs@zoggs.com

www.zoggs.com

SAFEJAWZ Extro 
Series.

SAFEJAWZ, at just a few years old as 
a company, is a brand that has become 

synonymous with sports protection draped 
in personality. They allow athletes to 

showcase their personality in their sport, 
and bring out that #confidencewithin. 

Ready for the new season?

01922 453337
trade@safejawz.com
www.safejawz.com



Peregrine 7 ICE+
Designed specifically for winter 

running, the Peregrine 7 ICE+ puts 
Vibram Arctic Grip in high contact 

areas for exceptional grip across icy 
surfaces. Make ice obsolete and run 

through the depth of winter in the 
Peregrine 7 Arctic. Keep running 

through winter with the Peregrine 7 
ICE +.

Corona Vision 
No shadows and simple assembly. 

Targets new Corona Vision has 
magnetic feet, allowing them to attach 

to the ring of the dartboard without 
any need for screws or bolts. Using 125 

LED lights, the Corona dramatically 
improves the vision of the board and 
provides virtually shadowless play.  

Tottenham 
Hotspur Babywear
Introducing the official Tottenham 
Hotspur FC 2017 season babywear. 
Made from 100 per cent cotton this 

must have for any mini Spurs fan 
is not just fashionable but designed 
for comfort too. The range includes 

bodysuits, sleepsuits, bibs and a 
shirt and short set.

Recognition metal 
awards

Glenway product's timeless range of 
recognition awards look as impressive 

today as they did when they were originally 
designed. They are an ideal award for any 

sport at any level. They are available in nine 
sizes and retail from just over £10 to just 

under £100.

Winmau Blade 5 
Dual Core

The pinnacle of dartboard technology and 
innovation. Exclusive dual core technology 

achieves lower compression at the outer core, 
which increases point penetration for fewer 

lost darts and higher scores, while higher 
compression at the inner core increases 

resistance below the surface, absorbing excess 
kinetic energy for improved durability.

Mac in a Sac Ultra
New for 2017, the highly breathable 

(10,000gsm), water repellent and windproof 
Ultra jacket is designed for high activity. 

Using their VaporLite, Teflon coated fabric, 
the Ultra offers both performance and 

lightweight packability. Offered to retail 
with attractive mark-ups and POS display 
stand. Become a stockist today. Packable 

performance.

0800 2061491
www.sauconyb2b.eu

sauconyuk@wwwinc.com

01279 410 155
Info@target-darts.co.uk
www.target-darts.co.uk

01969 625300
sales@footballsouvenirs.net
www.footballsouvenirs.net

0116 244 8131
Tim.wilford@glenway.co.uk

www.glenway.co.uk

01656 767042
info@winmau.com

winmau.com

028 9079 0588
sales@macinasac.com
www.macinasac.com

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Gel Max Power
The new Gel Max Power has taken 

everything great about the Gel Max and 
made it even better. Features updated 

monocoque chassis design, natural contours 
and softened surfaces for improved comfort. 

An improved layer of Grip-Fit gel envelops 
teeth creating a great fit. RRP £24.99. 

Available in Carbon Grey.

01582 670100
sales@hy-pro.co.uk

www.shockdoctor.co.uk

Gorilla Training 
Rocket Pop  

Up Goals
The Gorilla Training Rocket Pop Up 

Goal is a set of 55cm x 55cm steel-
framed pop up goals that are set up 

within seconds. Suitable for all ages to 
be used in the garden, park, beach or as 
part of training. Suitable for football or 

multi-sports.

01635 517560
lee@phoenixsportinggoods.com
www.phoenixsportinggoods.com
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Copper88 compression

The Copper88 short sleeve shirt provides day-long compression and comfort, 
even in the most extreme of conditions. The unique Copper88 fabric quickly 

wicks away body moisture to keep you dry and fresh. Strong antibacterial and 
anti-odour properties gives an added layer of personal protection.

copper88-uk.co.uk



passion and performing under 
pressure. Before AI this couldn't 
have been done in an objective way,' 
explains Seddon.

A new human touch
Customer Service is undergoing 
a revolution, too. Soul Machines 
is an innovative New Zealand 
company who are leading the way in 

@SportsInsightUK

At Wimbledon 2017, IBM's 
artificial intelligence 
(AI) (powered by 

Watson, an AI platform for 
business that's leading the way 
in cognitive era computing) 
highlighted some of the latest 
developments that are changing 
how both players and fans 
consume and experience sport. 

Augmented reality, automated 
highlights and a chatbot* called 
‘Ask Fred' where visiting fans could 
ask questions about matches and 
players; dining options; and follow 
an interactive map of the venue, 
were among the new innovations 
which all aim to improve the 
customer's experience.
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ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE

Other trail-blazing advances 
included AI which analysed 
the noise from the crowd, the 
movements and facial expressions 
of the players, and crucial parts of 
the game such as set and match 
points, and then created detailed 
automated video highlights. 'There 
is an average of three matches 
per court, per day, adding up to 
hundreds of hours of footage which 
could take hours to pull together 
into highlight packages,' explains 
Sam Seddon, IBM Client Executive 
for Wimbledon and the RFU. 'The 
intention was to help Wimbledon 
deliver high value content in the 
moments that matter to connect 
with fans everywhere."

something to be feared or embraced?
Fiona Bugler speaks to the experts about how 

artificial intelligence and new realities are changing 
the way we consume and experience sport

exciting thing about AI is that it can 
help us understand data in both 
structured and unstructured form."

Data and Performance 
AI is also being used by 'players 
and coaches so they can determine 
turning points in matches to build 
on future performance', says 
Seddon.

'One of the exciting capabilities 
of AI is its ability to understand 
natural language, in theory, players 
will be able to ask Watson verbally 
to outline specific aspects of their 
match, saving time and effort in 
analysing lots of information,' he 
explains.

This year, IBM's Watson 
powered a new fan engagement 
social campaign called ‘What 
Makes Great’ to provide fans with 
a new perspective on greatness 
by identifying the key facets that 
are collectively required to make a 
great champion and allow fans to 
look beyond the statistics. Analysis 
was made of 53,713,514 tennis 
data points captured since 1990, 
including: 6,349 newspaper print 
articles from the Telegraph written 
during The Championships since 
1995; 22 years of articles, daily 
blogs and interviews from web sites 
(Wimbledon.com and Telegraph 
since 1995); 10 Wimbledon annuals, 
interview transcripts; and more 
recently social media commentary 
that total 11,208,192 words.

Attributes that were analysed 
included 'great serve and return, 
to more emotive drivers such as 

Big Data
AI relies on big data. And IBM has 
been researching this for 50 years. 
"2.5bn gigabytes of data are created 
every single day, 80 per cent of 
which is typically unstructured. The 
world needs to make sense of it all. 
AI technology is starting to make 
that possible," explains Seddon.

"At Wimbledon, this starts with 
making sense of data and realigning 
it around fans – understanding 
and delivering on their needs and 
preferences,' explains Seddon.

'We’re seeing a huge proliferation 
of both data and devices, and an 
expectation to derive insight from 
that data even more quickly than 
before for fans across the globe. The 
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S tephanie has been a successful freelance 
writer and journalist, a best-selling author 
and an investment banker and is mum to 

seven children.

YOUR CAREER HAS SPANNED SO MANY 
DIVERSE AREAS, FROM THE FINANCIAL 
WORLD, TO HEALTH TO JOURNALISM. 
WHAT DREW YOU TO THE GOLF 
INDUSTRY?

Golf had never touched my life until I became married to Steve Elford. 
But now that it has, I have become a passionate supporter of the game and 
an advocate for women’s golf in particular. Why? Quite apart from being 
great fun, golf has excellent benefits for both physical and mental health. 
There are currently some exceptional initiatives to promote golf to wider 
audiences, like the BGIA’s National Golf Month, and I’m excited to see 
where we can take the game.

HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT BEING THE BGIA’S FIRST FEMALE 
BOARD MEMBER?
It’s a great tribute to what Lynx has achieved in five short years to be 
invited onto a Board which is represented by the leading lights of our 
industry, and a personal honour to become the first female member of the 
BGIA Executive Board.

I, and we as Lynx, fully support the BGIA’s desire to provide passionate 
support to our industry, and I intend to participate fully and actively in 
all areas of the BGIA’s promotion of golf, increasing participation in this 
magnificent game, and challenging some of the issues which have perhaps 
held the growth of our sport back.

HOW DO YOU THINK WE CAN ENCOURAGE MORE PEOPLE TO 
PLAY GOLF?
It’s vital to promote how terrific golf is, but I also think it’s about looking 
at the barriers people perceive which might be discouraging them from 
playing the game. The old stereotypes still persist to some extent – that it’s 
stuffy, exclusive, only for the affluent – to name just a few. But perhaps the 
most enduring and damaging stereotype is that the world of golf is sexist 
and women aren’t welcome.

SO HOW CAN WE TACKLE THIS?
There are a lot of positive initiatives already that are really working 
like the SSE Women’s Invitational which Lynx support and in which I 
participate as a panellist, and Women’s Golf day. At Lynx we know that 
women’s golf is a potential growth area, but also that it’s a hard nut to 
crack. To get more women involved we need to offer them the best in 
terms of equipment and facilities. Many women play purely for recreation 
and many more have found it useful in terms of networking. There is now 
absolutely no room for sexism in golf and the vast majority of the golfing 
community positively embrace the contribution of women.

WHAT DO YOU EXPECT FROM THE BGIA’S UMBRELLA BODY, 
THE FSPA?
There is a definite business advantage to us being part of a larger body. 
The golf industry has much in common with other sporting industries, 
particularly as we enter Brexit negotiations. We all share concerns about 
the free movement of workers, trade tariffs and syncing UK standards and 
regulations with our European neighbours. The FSPA has a much more 
powerful voice than we would have alone so I am grateful for that. It’s 
important the sports industry’s voice is heard.

WHAT ARE YOUR HOPES FOR THE BGIA IN THE 
COMING YEARS?
I’d like to see the BGIA continue to grow and develop its work 
representing all the leading names in the golf industry. I’ll be working hard 
to help champion its excellent initiatives to get more people enjoying our 
great game and its health benefits. It’s an exciting time for us all.

The BGIA is the FSPA's lead trade body for UK manufacturers, 
wholesalers and distributors of golf products and services. It represents 
the vast majority of brands in the golf industry and is a passionate 
promoter of the game.

Zinser makes history

innovation in the world of AI. The 
company is creating life-like avatars 
including 'Digital Employees' 
complete with personality and 
character, not only sense. These 
digital employees can react to 
human emotion and have such 
human-like faces that they can 
build a rapport and connection with 
customers. 

One of the company founders, 
Mark Sagar (who worked on the 
blockbuster movie Avatar) says 
they are humanising computers by 
creating 'a central nervous system'. 
The company have found notoriety 
with their 'creepy babies' (BabyX 
5.0), which you can see on You 
Tube. The name, which has come 
about as people have watched the 
videos, itself reveals some of our 
reticence and underlying fear about 
'humanising' computers.

Creepy or not, a true measure 
of the success of the customer 
experience is the delivery 
of an experience in which 
customers cannot tell if they are 
communicating with a human or a 
computer – and where they're not 
missing that human touch. 

'At Wimbledon, we refer to AI 
as ‘augmented intelligence’ i.e. 
enhancing human capability, not 
replacing it,' says Seddon. For the 
optimists amongst us the future 
is bright – and not at all creepy. AI 
allows sport reach more people, in a 
shorter space of time and to a certain 
extent it democratises the sport and 
breaks down any elitist barriers. 
'Using AI to identify key match 
moments and curate highlight 
packages allows content producers 
to serve up the best content across 
digital platforms, at scale,' says 
Seddon.

The Future
IBM are also working with the 
Masters Golf Tournament, England 

Rugby and Atlanta Falcons. IBM's 
Watson is set to help the teams to 
predict and reduce injuries, and pick 
the best players. Edge Up Sports 
(edgeupsports.com), have already 
teamed up with Watson, and are 
using the technology to help develop 
their sports news analysis.

Chatbots are proving to be a 
popular tool in football, as a great 
way to share info and connect with 
fans via text or other messenger 
channel, and brands have clocked 
this. In April 2017, Heineken 
launched a chatbot on Facebook 
Messenger in a collaboration with 
the UEFA Champions League 
(UCL) as part of their “No More 
Excuses” campaign. The bot took on 
the personality of former football 
player and manager José Mourinho, 
who takes no excuses for you 
missing the Champions  League.

The Ambient Era
The sporting household in 2020, 
is predicted to be a very different 
world to the one we live in now. 
Simon Gosling, is a Futurist at 
Unruly, a leading Whitechapel-
based Ad Tech Company who 
distribute videos across the web 
for brands. He has a background 
in virtual reality and is the brains 
behind our #futurehome, home.
unruly.co, 'a 2,000 sq ft house built 
smack in the centre of Unruly 
HQ designed to give marketers 
a synapse-tingling shot of the 
future'. The house showcases 
what Gosling calls, the 'ambient 
era of advertising', following on 
from the first era of bill boards and 
magazines, in the Mad Men and 
Don Draper era, to the digital era 
of 2000, when brands moved from 
TV to digital and asked companies 
such as Unruly to send out their 
videos to the laptops, desktops 
and hand devices of their targeted 
market, using cookies data and 

understanding who and what has 
been searched for. 

The Ambient Era of advertising 
is all centred around the 'cognitive 
connected home', which will have 
a whole new eco-system whereby 
voice activation such as Alexa will 
be involved in helping us select 
everything from what we watch 
on TV, to what we're going to cook 
for dinner – which brands will be 
able to capitalise on by offering us 
choices and learning to master voice 
requests.

Gosling predicts that in this 
house, 360 technology won't be 
used by whole families watching 
90-minute long films, but is far 
more likely to be used to submerge 
users into 90 seconds of exciting 
highlights. "You'll be able to watch 
the last lap of the Grand Prix from 
Hamilton's driving seat then jump 
into the pit with Vettel. And rather 
than turn on your phone, then put 
on your headset, then press a button, 
it's going to be a straight handset 
than headset. A simple tap of a 
button on the TV will trigger the 
headset and voice activation will 
help you change from scene to scene, 
for example "drive with Hamilton or 
join Vettel in the pit" or "view goal 
from crossbar" says Gosling.

Gosling also predicts that we'll see 
voice-activated betting, and mixed 
reality, so for example you can look 
at the picture of a great goal on the 
sports pages, scan it and experience 
the whole thing in 360. Whatever 
dark side there may be (for example, 
voice activated betting has serious 
implications for gambling), it's also 
clear that in this intelligent world of 
big data and new reality, there have 
been never more opportunities for 
sporting brands and more exciting 
times ahead for consumers of sport.

*chatbots are messaging services, 
such as Facebook messenger, 
What's Ap, Slack, text messengers.

Stephanie Zinser, co-owner and 
Managing Partner of leading golf 
equipment company Lynx Golf, 

has become the first woman 
on the British Golf Industry 

Association’s Executive Board
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to tell what impact this will have, 
market sentiment both in the US 
and here suggests that this further 
increases pressure on any sports 
retailer who doesn't have a credible 
ecommerce proposition. Dick's is 
just another example of Amazon 
becoming the new middleman.

Certainly an increasing number 
of brands who, perhaps in the past, 
refused to deal directly with amazon 
are now jumping on board. This is 
most likely to affect those market 
place sellers, many of whom are 
independent retailers who see this 
as their last hope to maintain their 
business. If the brands begin to 
“control” this channel in conjunction 
with amazon then its logical 
that, over time, they will want to 
implement selective distribution 
strategies and begin to prevent 
marketplace sellers and try to control 
retail price erosion.

A warning then, perhaps, for any 
retailer who currently has too many 
eggs in the amazon marketplace 

basket. Is this a sustainable long-
term strategy?

If prices continue to tumble and 
amazon continues to grow, as one 
retail analyst puts it, “Here we go 
down the gross margin rabbit hole”.

And, indeed, it is gross margin 
worries that are driving brands and 
retailers to address their pricing 
strategies.

Margins
While on the one hand, amongst 
other things, massive currency 
fluctuations over the past 12 months 
have driven up the cost of goods and 
driven up retail prices, on the other 
hand increased private label activity 
and consumer pressure for lower 
prices has resulted in margins falling 
across the industry.

In their latest results, for example, 
Sports Direct show deteriorating 
margins across the board and a 59 
per cent plunge in underlying pre-tax 
profit, even with an extra week in this 
financial year.

fully immune from the external 
environment.”

Laith Khalaf, senior analyst, 
Hargreaves Lansdown on SDI: 
"Sports Direct still faces challenging 
times....the weak pound is increasing 
costs, and the British consumer is 
facing rising inflation and weak wage 
growth, not a pretty combination for 
the price-sensitive shoppers who 
turn to Sports Direct for a bargain.”

Striking similar sentiments with 
neither indicating that the short-
term future will be any rosier.

I have commented many times 
within these articles how quickly 
things are changing and how multi-
faceted the factors impacting our 
industry have become.

So what future?
Retailers continue to evolve into 
brands and brands into retailers. 
Ecommerce continues to have 
a huge influence on shopping 
habits. Amazon, at 40 per cent 
plus of UK ecommerce traffic, 
continues to throw up challenges. 
Our independent retailer base is 
declining. Our major retailers are 
struggling under increased margin 
pressure albeit many are growing 
their revenues. Our brands are 
increasing their direct interaction 
with end consumers. 

There are so many influencing 
factors that will shape the future of 
the trade.

But one thing is for sure. Those 
within the trade who consider the 
changes and adapt accordingly will 
survive.

Failure to adapt will, undoubtedly, 
lead to extinction.

Good luck!

Early August 2017 and the 
shares of Dicks Sporting 
Goods – the leading US 

sporting goods retailer, and one 
of the biggest sports retailers in 
the world, drop over 20 per cent.

Dicks CEO Edward Stack 
announces that “There's a lot of 
people right now in retail and in this 
industry in panic mode with how 
they're pricing, and we think it's 
going to continue to be promotional, 
and at times irrational, going 
forward.”

Many of Dick's partners and its 
rivals were being dragged down 
with it. Hibbett Sports shares sank 
more than 10 per cent. Shares of 
Under Armour, Foot Locker and 
Big 5 Sporting Goods were all falling 
around four per cent. Cabela's was 
down three per cent, Callaway Golf 
Company down two per cent, and 
Nike down 1.8 per cent.

Pittsburgh-based Dick's had hoped 
to benefit from rivals' bankruptcies, 
including those of City Sports and 
Sports Authority, but competition 
from specialty retailers like Under 
Armour and Foot Locker remains a 
threat.

The company recently launched 
a private-label clothing line, called 
Second Skin, that aims to compete 
directly with Under Armour's niche. 
But it's too soon to tell if the line will 
help boost sales

So what's going on across the 
pond and are the same issues being 
reflected here?

Amazon  
Last month I covered the new trading 
relationship between Nike and 
Amazon and, while it is far too early 

Difficult then to implement the 
strategy “to become the 'Selfridges' 
of sport by migrating to a new 
generation of stores to showcase 
the very best products from our 
third party brand partners” when 
margins from those partners are 
substantially lower than own label 
products margins.

A shift to increased third party 
partners will inevitably lead to 
further margin pressure.

Brands becoming 
retailers 
Increased brand focus on driving 
direct to consumer sales strategies is 
likely to add further pressure on the 
traditional sports retailers.

Multi-channel offerings from 
the major brands and easier direct 
access to the end consumer enables 
the brands to drive innovative retail 
strategies which they would simply 
be unable to offer through their 
retail partners.

Increased use of technology, 
increased direct feedback from 
consumers and getting products to 
the market quicker will all enable 
sports brands to gain a greater retail 
market share over time. 

Will the next generation of mega 
sports brand be one that doesn't 
even have a wholesale strategy?

Analysts
So what do the analysts make of the 
challenges facing the industry;

UBS analyst Michael Lasser 
on Dicks: "DKS is operating in 
a tough sporting goods retail 
landscape. While it's managing 
the environment better than its 
brick and mortar peers, it isn't 

US SPORTS RETAIL IN "PANIC MODE"
Paul Sherratt of Solutions for Sport takes a closer look at the changes affecting

the US Sporting Goods Industry
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Outdoors Future 
Camp with ISPO 
Academy has 
been cancelled
The Outdoor Industries 
Association (OIA) cancelled the 
Outdoors Future Camp (OFC) in 
partnership with ISPO Academy 
which was due to take place on 
September 5-6 in Eccleshall, 
Sheffield.

Andrew Denton, OIA CEO, 
said: “Despite an excellent line-up 
of quality guest speakers and 
workshops, together with initial 
interest and support from the 
trade, only a minimum number of 
bookings have been secured, even 
with everyone’s best efforts to 
promote the event. We  therefore 
made the decision to cancel OFC for 
this year.”

Despite this setback, the OIA 
firmly believes it is still vital for the 
trade to invest in training outdoor 
recreation industry leaders of 
the future. More research and an 
extensive survey will be conducted 
to find out how the association 
can best react to the wishes of its 
membership.

Delegates who have registered to 
attend the event will be contacted 
and issued a full refund.

Sarah Tunstall 
secures world 
bronze
Team Ronhill athlete Sarah 
Tunstall (Kendal AC) produced 
the performance of her 
career to finish third in the 
World Mountain Running 
Championships (Up and Down) 
in Premana, Italy.

The former European Cross 
Country silver medallist has based 
herself in the French Alps for the 
past 18 months and has reaped the 
rewards by highlighting herself as 
one of the top mountain runners in 
the world.

Three weeks earlier she finished 
second in the European Uphill 
Championships and comfortably 
won the British equivalent in early 
June.

In the senior men’s race, Team 
Ronhill were well represented 
with Joe Steward (East Cheshire) 
in 51st and Matt Setlack in 56th 
representing Canada.

With just over a month until 
the fifth European Outdoor 
Summit (EOS) kicks off in 
Treviso, Italy, the European 
Outdoor Group (EOG) have 
announced the return of its 
popular delegate Networking 
APP, the support of new 

Summit sponsors and the 
addition of speakers to its 
exceptional line-up.

Two hundred delegates have 
already registered for the EOS 
2017, which takes place October 
4-5. To join them book now at
the website 

EOS Networking APP Returns for 
2017, new sponsors secured and 
further speakers announced

Unique smokeless and time-
saving barbecue grills will 
now be enjoyed by the British 
public thanks to a partnership 
between a British company and 
a German firm.

The Cardiff-based outdoor living 
and survival equipment specialists, 
BCB Adventure Ltd have been 
appointed UK distributors for a 
range of versatile BBQs developed 
by the German firm Feuerdesign. 
The grills can reach the required 
cooking temperature in under three 
minutes.

In recent years, BCB Adventure 
have introduced to the market a 
non-toxic and all-weather fire-
lighting fuel called ‘FireDragon’ 
which is now used by British 
soldiers to heat their rations and 
warm their drinks. The fuel can also 
be used to fire up BBQ grills

George Carter, BCB Adventure’s 
UK sales manager, said: “We are 
delighted with this partnership. 
The expertise of both companies 
complement each other.

“Feuerdesign’s grills are quite 
simply superior to other similar 
grills available on the market. They 
combine a stylish and very practical 
design while at the same time 
delivering a short cooking time.

“The grills are equipped with 
a novel slimline powerful fan 
motor which is rechargeable and 
enables you to adjust the cooking 
temperature. This external fan 
technology is a big advantage over 
other grills that have an immovable 
fan built in.

“A nice feature is that the grills’ 
double-walled housing do not 
become hot on the outside which 
means they can be raised and moved 
during use.

“They require very little charcoal 
and all of its component parts 
(bowl, grid and charcoal chamber) 
are dishwasher friendly. The grills 
transform a BBQ cooking session 
into a smokeless and time efficient 
experience.”

Partnership 
cooks up a storm

www.europeanoutdoorsummit.
com/index.php/book/. With 
places at the venue hotel, BHR 
Treviso, filling up fast, delegates 
are urged to book their EOS place 
and accommodation as soon as 
possible.

New to the line-up is Richard 
Kastelein, founder of Blockchain 
News. Richard’s keynote 
presentation: The Blockchain 
Revolution - Decentralisation 
of Trust and Future Impact 
Scenarios, will take you on a 
journey to help you understand this 
new phenomenon.

Presenting two breakout 
sessions, Christoph Krauss 
is Managing Director for 
consumer and retail insights 
consultancy firm, Benchex GmbH. 
Christoph’s first presentation; 
It´s one consumer journey – how 
brands and retailers improve 
collaboration, looks at how brands 
and retailers need to collaborate 
for seamless processes and a top 
notch shopper experience. His 
second presentation; You need 
to be where your customers are – 
omni channel fulfilment, will look 
at how online plays a central role 
even with offline purchases and 
how offline retailers are starting to 
consider online as an opportunity 
rather than a threat. He will give 
examples and present an outlook 
on omni channel marketing for 
offline retail organisations.

The EOG welcomes back online 
business data exchange provider 
Btwentyfour, who have signed 

as Sponsor of the EOS 2017. 
The Btwentyfour Omnichannel 
platform has grown to become 
a well-established solution for 
the Retail Industry, with a local 
presence in Europe, Scandinavia, 
North America and Asia.

Following its successful launch 
last year, the Networking APP for 
Summit delegates will be back 
for 2017. The hi-tech solution 
to professional networking is 
once again being delivered in 
partnership with Myagi, who 
provide innovative online learning 
network for retail sales associates.

The EOS is a rare opportunity to 
connect with business associates 
across the European region. The 
Networking APP helps overcome 
the challenges of attending large 
events by improving networking 
opportunities, providing 
information on exhibitors, speakers 
and attendees, all from the palm 
of your hand. The native APP is 
compatible with iOS and Android 
platforms and will offer delegates:

• Event agenda, sessions, speaker 
biographies
• Attendee networking
• Secure messaging
• One-on-one meeting requests
and scheduling

All delegates will personally 
receive an invite with a link to 
download the APP before the 
Summit.

For more information 
about the Summit, visit www.
europeanoutdoorsummit.com.
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Welcome to our enhanced 
Outdoor section
Having always followed the outdoor market we thought it 

was high time to give the industry its own space within 
Sports Insight to breathe.

Over the coming months we will be looking to expand the 
section and bring you even more of the news from the Outdoor 
market. If you are new to the magazine, or if you have been an 
avid reader for years, please feel free to send  your news to 
mark@sports-insight.co.uk

Haglöfs has a proud heritage as an outdoor manufacturer since 
1914, yet has never had its own physical retail presence in the UK 
- until now.

Haglöfs' parent company ASICS recently opened the doors to its largest 
flagship store ever, a state-of-the-art retail space located on London's 
iconic Regent Street. The store will be home to all four ASICS brands 
including Haglöfs, ASICS, ASICS Tiger and Onitsuka Tiger.

The Haglöfs space within the store will showcase the full UK collection,
and will be managed by its own dedicated and experienced sales team.

Peter Fabrin, CEO for Haglöfs, said: “Haglöfs having an area in ASICS 
largest flagship store is a huge step for us in making our brand more 
accessible for UK consumers. We are honoured to be a part of the new 
store, as it demonstrates the strong partnership we have with our parent 
brand ASICS.”

Damien McConville, country manager for Haglöfs UK, said: “The 
adventure of Haglöfs having a UK presence in this iconic ASICS brand 
store is of huge significance to us. With 75 million people passing the store 
each year, our window display will increase brand awareness in one of the 
most prestigious locations in the UK.”

The store is located at 249-251 Regent Street, London, W1B 2EP.

Haglöfs store now open 
on Regent Street

RICHARD KASTELEIN

CHRISTOPH KRAUSS
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GRANGERS 
INTERNATIONAL 

APPOINT GUNG HO 
COMMUNICATIONS
UK-based product protection 

company, Grangers 
International has appointed 

consumer sports and 
lifestyle agency GUNG HO 

Communications to lead 
its UK PR and social media 

campaigns.
The London and 

Birmingham-based 
communications agency 

will be responsible for the 
company’s UK press office, 

campaign activation and 
product launches, along with 

management and content 
creation across the brand’s 

social media platforms.
Grangers International 

is renowned for its British 
heritage and innovation 
in developing products 

engineered to protect outdoor 
clothing, footwear, equipment 
and sportswear. With brands, 
Grangers, Fabsil and Cherry 

Blossom the company has 
been at the forefront of 

technical development in 
product protection since 

founded in 1937.
Karolina Jones, general 
manager for Grangers 

International, said: “We are 
delighted to have appointed 
GUNG HO as our UK PR and 
communications agency, in 
this, our 80th anniversary 
year. With their extensive 

experience and creative 
approach, we look forward 
to educating more people 
about the importance of 

cleaning and proofing and 
introducing them to our range 

of innovative brands.”
GUNG HO has an extensive 

portfolio within the sport and 
outdoor sector including New 
Balance, TOG 24 and Speedo.

Paul Phedon, managing 
director for GUNG HO said: 

“Grangers International has 
a portfolio of iconic brands 

with a rich heritage and great 
story to tell. The company 

adds a new dimension to our 
roster of outdoor and sports 

clients and we are excited 
to introduce the brand and 

their expertise to a new 
audience, through an exciting 

programme of PR and social 
media activations.”

Mountaineering is a sport of 
extremes: retro and modern, 
exercise and relaxation. 
Whether you are an ambitious 
mountaineer or simply a fan of 
leisurely hikes, the equipment 
and safety functions for all these 
types of sport are getting better 
all the time. ISPO presents the 
latest mountaineering products 
for professional and amateur 
mountaineers.

This year, the manufacturers 
will offer climbers, mountaineers 
and hikers new products focusing 
on safety, lightweight design 
and comfort. The way in which 
consumers go mountaineering 
nowadays explains why these areas 
are setting the trends. Outdoor 
enthusiasts would like to experience 
sport and relaxation in nature—a 
“back to the roots experience”—
after work or at the weekend 
between other leisure activities. To 
ensure that sport and relaxation go 
hand in hand, it is important to have 
equipment that is comfortable, light, 
easy to handle and yet safe.

SAFETY COMES FIRST
Manufacturers are developing 
clever yet easy-to-use safety 
systems. “REVO”, the first 
bidirectional supported securing 
system from Wild Country is 
just one example: the release 
mechanism eliminates the risk 
of accidents regardless of the 
rope’s direction of travel. Each 
uncontrolled descent activates the 
safety mechanism which grabs the 
rope and stops you falling.

LIGHTNESS AND COMFORT
Lightweight products are very 
popular with consumers nowadays. 
Heavy kit or uncomfortable clothing 
will only slow you down. Clothing, 
rucksack and shoe manufacturers 
are therefore using lightweight 
materials which do not restrict 
running movements and are easy 
to store. For example, Salewa has 
created a rucksack specially for 
alpine speed disciplines. Not only 
is it lightweight, it also features 
load stabilizers for the 18 litre 
storage space and is designed to 
adapt flexibly to the user’s body. 
Low weight was a key factor when 
choosing the “Product of the Year” 
in the Outdoor segment at the ISPO 
Award 2017 too. As a year-round, 
multi-purpose mountaineering 
boot, the Ribelle Tech Od from 
Scarpa combines lightness and 
durability and is very much in tune 
with the times. Materials offering a 
complete range of properties—from 
breathability and waterproofing to 
comfort—are therefore needed in 
mountaineering and outdoor sport.

THE TREND CONTINUES: 
MATERIAL COMBINATIONS 
EVERYWHERE
It is hardly surprising that a 
combination of materials is still 
very much in demand. Depending 
on the functional requirements, 
items of clothing can be 

manufactured using appropriate 
materials—for maximum warmth 
or adequate freedom of movement. 
Not only synthetic materials are 
available on the market. More and 
more often, manufacturers are 
combining synthetic fibres with 
natural materials and are placing 
particular emphasis on sustainable, 
environmentally friendly 
production. Although the trend is no 
longer new, it is continuing and is 
becoming increasingly important as 
a sales argument. Outdoor fashion 
must be compatible with consumers’ 
social conscience. Customers 
are keen to know where wool, for 
example, comes from, are checking 
that environmental standards such 
as bluesign and the Responsible 
Down Standard (RDS) are met and 
are looking for products with a small 
CO2 footprint.

Haglöfs is one manufacturer 
that is taking all this into account. 
In its trekking boot (pictured), it 
combines the bluesign-certified 
Schoeller Keprotec upper material 
with Kevlar and Gore-Tex. Blackyak 
too offers combinations of materials: 
the new hybrid outer layers consist 
of the synthetic insulating material 
Polartec Alpha as well as down and 
PrimaLoft. And Devold of Norway 
uses merino wool to regulate body 
temperature and mixes the natural 
product with spacer material in its 
“Tinden Spacer Jacket” hybrid mid 
layer.

OPTIMUM BREATHABILITY 
FOR ALL ACTIVITIES
The various filling and outer 
materials combine the properties 
which sportsmen and women need 
in different situations. For example, 
breathability is very important for 
highly active mountaineers. Because 
they sweat more, they can become 
chilled or overheat without proper 
ventilation. New technologies 
which keep consumers warm even 
if they sweat are appearing all the 
time. Ventrix technology from The 
North Face is one such system—it 
features lasered ventilation holes. 
If the person wearing a garment 
is standing still, the holes remain 
closed and trap the warmth. If 
the person is moving, they open 
dynamically, providing ventilation 
and regulating torso temperature. 
Flexible items of clothing like these 
are taking into account a further 
trend: sports clothing has become 
everyday clothing and can adapt to 
temperatures even on a leisurely 
walk through a city.

and Salomon. An extended range of 
items is also be available to purchase 
online (www.cotswoldoutdoor.com) 
and collect in store via click + collect.

The Bagshot store houses a 
Runners Need ‘shop-in-shop’ with 
the latest products from world-
leading running brands, expert 
advice and free gait analysis - part 
of a comprehensive in-store fitting 
service.

Paul McDermott, omnichannel 
and marketing director, said: “We’re 
delighted with our latest store in 
Bagshot where passionate, expert 
staff are on hand to help local 
customers choose the right clothing 
and equipment for their next 
adventure.”
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ISPO'S Mountaineering 
Trend Report looks at safety 
and comfort on the ground 
and on the mountain

Cotswold Outdoor have opened 
their 78th store.

Situated in Bagshot, Surrey, the 
official opening ceremony took place 
on August 26, led by Deputy Mayor 
of Surrey Heath, Cllr Dan Adams.

Located adjacent to Waitrose on 
the London Road (A30), 0.5 miles 
from Bagshot town centre, two miles 
from Camberley and 6.5 miles from 
Bracknell, shoppers were welcomed 
into store by a team of staff that 
included experienced hikers, 
climbers, runners, campers and 
adventurers.

Shoppers can browse and 
purchase an unrivalled range of 
leading brands including The 
North Face, Rab, Jack Wolfskin 

Snugpak, the UK's leading sleeping bag and insulated clothing 
manufacturer, has been sponsoring the Royal Navy Skeleton 
Team since 2002, providing essential warm clothing for their 
training and events.

The ladies' team captain, Bianca Di Resta, and team coach Sid 
Lawrence recently paid a visit to Snugpak HQ in Yorkshire to find 
out how the warm Snugpak clothing they wear at the top of the track 
is made. They were treated to a full tour of the factory, including 
demonstrations of the various processes the British manufacturer uses 
to create its products.

Bianca Di Resta said: “We wouldn't be able to perform as well as we 
do without the vital support we receive from Snugpak. As we're often 
competing and training in minus degree temperatures, Snugpak's 
British made clothing is literally a life saver for us.”

Bianca and Sid explained the basics of Skeleton along with a 
demonstration, before presenting the Snugpak team with their very 
own Snugpak branded sled.

Snugpak Sales Director, Darren Burrell said: “We're really pleased 
that the warm jackets we provide to the team come in handy and help 
to prevent the athletes from getting injured. It was great to host Sid and 
Bianca at the factory and find out more about the team, the Royal Navy 
and the sport they are clearly so passionate about. Long may Snugpak's 
relationship with the Royal Navy Skeleton Team continue.”

Royal Navy drop in 
to see Snugpak

Cotswold Outdoor 
open another store
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Versatility is the 
watchword for Merrell 
in a changing outdoor 

market.
Over three decades ago, 

Randy Merrell began designing 
and manufacturing handmade 
custom boots for a small group of 
outdoor enthusiasts. From there 
more affordable models of high-
performance hiking boots were 
born. And that innovation has 
stayed with the company as they 
continue their aim to be at the 
forefront of the outdoor industry.

Tim Selby, Merrell product and 
marketing director EMEA, said: 
“The ethos the brand was built on 
was all about fit and comfort, about 
how your heel was locked in place. 
And that is what has built our light-
hiking boot collection. We are one 
of the few brands that I would say, 
with confidence, you could wear 
the shoe straight out of the box and 
go and do a serious hike.”

Tim added: “Another trend 
we are seeing is blurred lines 
- performance is lifestyle and 
lifestyle is performance. People 
want the performance credentials 
and you build the lifestyle aesthetic 
into it.

“Performance is where your 
credibility comes, in terms of 
comfort, fit, dryness, waterproofing, 
and you take that across to the 
lifestyle side where that might 
be camouflage uppers, new knit 
materials, e-meshes etc. So you 
have the benefits of both worlds.”

And Merrell are always looking 
to innovate and be ahead of trends.

Tim said: “We have taken a trail 
running innovation and applied 
that to our new pack hike Cham 
7 boot and managed to take 25 
per cent off the weight of our boot 
whilst retaining all the pack hike 
performance we had previously, 
the grade six and grade four density 
and stiffness, grip and the same 
quality of the upper. When we 
benchmarked it against a lot of our 
key competitors we were averaging 
about 30-60 per cent lighter.

“So it comes back to lightness 
again. We are going to our 
retailers and saying you have your 
traditional brown hike business but 
we want to bring you something 
that talks to the trends. It opens up 
a whole new route of young people 
who want versatility, lightness 
and therefore drives incremental 
opportunity into retail business.”

And the new outdoor enthusiasts 
are looking for a quick experience 
and want to look good while they 
do it.

The hiking shoe market has come 
a long way from the traditional 
brown leather boot and it is still 
moving on as a new breed of outdoor 
enthusiasts emerges.

Tim said: “The whole industry 
and market is changing. If you 
looked at the outdoor industry even 
five years ago it was still very much 
around the core things – hiking, 
trail running. There is still a big 
market around traditional brown 
leather boots but we have seen that 
the outdoor market is now, almost, 
becoming the outside market.

“Our big new product for spring 
18 is MQM, which translates to 
moving quickly in the mountains. 
It's all about lightweight versatile 
shoes, you can go scrambling in it, 
hiking and it's runnable, but not a 
trail-running product.”

Tim believes that the priorities of 
a lot of people enjoying the outdoors 
has now changed.

He said: “They want to do a 
variety of activities. It's about going 
for a day quickly in the mountains. 
It's about lightness, protection, 
being robust and more multi-
purpose. We have had similar shoes 
in the past but they were much 
heavier, more of a hiking product, 
this is a hybrid between trial running 
and light hike. Millennials want 
multiple experiences in the outdoors 
and not be defined by hiking, they 
want to be able to run, hike and do 
in-a-day experiences, for example 
orienteering or geocaching.”

Merrell have also noticed a 
coming together in what consumers 
are looking for in lifestyle and 
performance.

Tim added: “The mega trend 
these days is everybody is time poor. 
They want to go into the outdoors 
for a day here and a day there. It 
is a different generation and they 
want to share those experiences 
with their 5,000 friends on social 
media. Such as going on a hike that 
normally takes four hours but doing 
it in two-and-half and taking selfies 
everywhere, which is good from a 
brand perspective.

“A lot of the communication we 
have done in the outdoor industry 
has always been that lone wolf figure 
on the top of K2, ultimate misery but 
my jacket has kept me dry. At Merrell 
we want to get away from that 
traditional 'you against the elements' 
to having fun in the outdoors. As 
an industry we are not going to be 
telling people how they should enjoy 
the outdoors. These days a park or 
even a city environment can be an 
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Versatility and lightness are 
key for the 'outside' market

Tim Selby, Merrell product and marketing 
director EMEA, speaks to Mark Hayhurst about 

the brand and the outdoor market

outdoor experience. It doesn't just 
have to be in the Lake district or 
the Alps.

“We are also seeing a huge 
growth in women coming into 
the outdoors and, again, their 
demands and requirements are 
different to what has been a bit of 
a male-dominated environment. 
The outdoor brands have to think 
about how they communicate to 
this market and the products they 
develop. We are starting to see 
that coming through in apparel 
and footwear and the specific 
designs to meet women's needs.

“This is a key area that the 
industry needs to be sympathetic 
to and we are doing research 
looking to work with ambassadors 
and influencers in the industry to 
really hone our point of view on 
that. It's a work in progress but we 
see it as a big opportunity.”
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outdoor hub
The place to source all your products and services

Luxury family camping
The epitome of luxury camping, the Vango Illusion TC 800 XL Air is designed for families who 

go on longer summer breaks and are looking for a tent to enrich their camping experience. 
This eight-man tent is designed with a superior Polycotton flysheet (65 per cent cotton, 35 
polyester mix) which is extremely durable and will aid climate regulation within the tent, 
whilst providing protection from the elements. The tent’s structure comprises of Super 

AirBeams which are 30 per cent larger than our standard beams making the tent very robust. 
It is designed with king size bedrooms, a large living area and spacious pre-attached awning 
which can be used for additional living or storage space. This tent has been designed to the 

highest quality and finest details.

www.vango.co.uk

Optimal temperature regulation
Kozi-Tec by Steiner offers optimal temperature regulation along with comfort and style. With 

a 210T hexagonal ripstop polyester shell, comfortable brushed polyester lining, double layer 
hollow fibre fill, Anti-Snag zips, shoulder baffle, zip baffle and security pocket. The Kozi-Tec 
range consists of four styles of bags. Three mummy shaped bags 250, 350 and 450. Plus a 300 

square. Offers available now for winter stocking. (pictured is the #991 Kozi-Tec 350)

020 8207 4711  hello@steineroutdoor.com  trade.steineroutdoor.com

Fit, function, freedom
Tune Belt Armbands offer features focused on fit and function, carrying your phone – with 

or without a case – so you can enjoy the freedom that comes from unmatched comfort, 
convenience and performance.

1 The right pocket depth allows for the best fit and better feel. 2 Full navigational control 
through clear, protective window cover. 3 No-slip armband that's not too tight and feels super 

comfortable. 4 Convenient cord control and storage. 5 Reflective logo for added safety
6 Proven quality in performance, construction and material. 7 Sleek and secure, so it’s never 

bulky or bouncy. 8 Washable.
From Apple to Samsung, and everything in between, DMP have a Sport Armband to fit your 

mobile device – even with a case.

01789294442  info@dmp.uk.com  www.dmp.uk.com

Orange Arete re-imagined
Born in the hills and honed by the weather of the Peak District, Sprayway has been trusted by 

walkers and outdoor enthusiasts of all ages for over forty years. In Autumn/Winter’17 they 
celebrate this heritage by re-imagining one of the most iconic emblems of the UK outdoor 
industry and pillar of their past success, the Orange Arete. Subtly tweaked and updated for 

the modern Sprayway, the Arete represents technical excellence and authenticity, giving our 
customers the confidence and inspiration to venture into the most beautiful and breath-taking 

spaces. Inspiring your outdoor since 1974.

0161 366 5020  neil.yoxall@sprayway.com  www.sprayway.com
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Myagi lead the way 
in specialty running

in the US have also come to Myagi 
to benefit from training from these 
brands, all conveniently accessed on 
one website. This cements Myagi as 
the best solution to online training 
available to both small independent 
specialists and national chains alike.

Brands too are seeing the benefit 
of offering their training on one 
network of sports sales associates. 
Hilly and RonHill have recently 
launched new content to further 
increase the scope of training 
available. The tools in Myagi ensure 
that the brand has control of who 
sees what content, they can also 
track performance of the learners 
and dealers to make sure they are 
getting the support they require.

Richard Johnson, Key Account 

Delivering everything your sales 
staff need to know

Manager, Asics UK, said: “Myagi 
helps us communicate to our dealers 
in a quick and consistent manner. 
We can easily upload short videos to 
the platform and share them to the 
pocket of the right sales associate, 
that way they are always up to date.”

The future of specialty retail 
is uncertain. Pressure on costs 
continue, while competition from 
pure players online are squeezing 
margins in footwear. The best 
hope of a solid future for specialist 
running shops, is to make sure 
that every visitor becomes a happy 
customer. Brands recognise the 
service these essential retailers offer 
and through Myagi are creating the 
tools to help them not only to survive, 
but to excel.

drive our education programme 
forward. We needed a way to 
support our specialist dealers 
and impact on how our products 
are sold to customers. Myagi acts 
as the first step in our package of 
retail support and learning.” 

National retailers Sweatshop 
along with Up and Running in 
the UK and Road Runner Sports 

TECHNOLOGY

Runners are always 
looking for that extra 
thousandth of a second in 

the pursuit of a PB. So it’s hardly 
surprising that this specialist 
retail sector has so readily 
adopted a tool that offers such 
big gains in sales and customer 
experience.

Since 2016, when Intersport 
adopted Myagi as the learning 
network for sports, the platform has 
been expanding apace with a field of 

brands including Adidas, Asics, New 
Balance, Nike and Puma signing 
up to support specialist running 
retailers across the UK and US with 
access to online learning.

Running especially is a very 
technical sale; sales associate 
knowledge and the customers' 
experience are essential to success 
and the likelihood of winning 
customer loyalty.

Simon Turner, co-founder of 
Myagi, said: “Even for the least 
capable runners, and I should know, 
the experience of walking into a 
specialist running retailer, testing 
shoes on the treadmill, having my 
gait analysed and, importantly, 
understanding why I should choose 
shoe x over y is amazing. Sales 
associates in this environment need 
to deliver on the promise being made 
to the customer. Myagi offers the 
tools needed to make this happen.”

Bruce Duncan, UK marketing 
manager Inov-8, said: “We saw an 
opportunity with Myagi to really 

SIMON TURNER, 
CO-FOUNDER OF MYAGI



and app developers jumping on 
the digital-health bandwagon? 
Knowledge is power and real-time 
access to data about overall health 
and fitness can help consumers 
monitor their progress and motivate 
them to reach their health and 
fitness goals.

Only three years ago, a Flurry 
Analytics report showed that health 
and fitness apps were growing at 
a faster rate than the overall app 
market with usage (measured in 
sessions) up 62% in the first six 
months of 2014 compared to the 
entire market’s growth of just 33% 
in that same period—an 87% faster 
pace. More recently, Technavio’s 
market research shows no signs of 
slowing, estimating that the global 
market for fitness apps will grow 

at a profound CAGR 
of around 31% 

until the 

end of 2020. A forecast shared by 
Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) 
revealed that 37% of the general 
British public now use some form 
of fitness, health, and wellness 
technology.

The Future of Health and 
Fitness Tech: Modern 
Movement
At ISPO 2017 in Munich we 
previewed a new line of balance, 
agility and core strength products 
from our new Modern Movement 
product line, the next generation in 
balance training products. 

This groundbreaking new 
product line not only strengthens 
your core, but also gives you the 
ability to turn your workout into a 
live gaming experience, measure 
improvement in balance 
and agility or utilize a 
personal trainer with the 
revolutionary M-Trac app. 

The Modern Movement 
product line includes the 
new M-Pad Balance 
Trainer and Edge-Board 
Extension Trainer.

M-PAD BALANCE 
TRAINER
Instead of only moving 
from front-to-back or 
side-to-side, the M-Pad 
balance trainer uses a 
wider range of motion 
to better 
replicate 
real life 
movements. 
This 
combination 
of instability and motion 
provides a better method 
for improving balance 
while actively engaging 
and strengthening 
core muscles. The 
M-Pad Balance Trainer 
integrates with the 
M-Trac app, which 
leverages the sensors in a 
smartphone to measure 
balance ability and 
track improvement.

www.sports-insight.co.uk

proprietary 3DT electronic sensor 
is built in to records reps and 
weight lifted. It acts like a personal 
trainer to guide users through every 
exercise, providing an audible cue 
when users complete each rep 
properly.

The 3DT app features a full 
library of video exercises and 
allows users to set and track goals, 
progress, calories burned, share 
results with friends and more via 
Bluetooth technology to mobile 
devices. 

A pair of SelectTech 560 
dumbbells replaces an entire rack of 
dumbbells to save space, reducing 
the number of separate dumbbells 
from 32 down to only two. 
Changing the weight is 
as easy as twisting the 
handle to adjust the 
weight incrementally 
from 5 to 60 pounds or 
2.3 to 27.2 kilos to create 
a customized strength 
workout.

Surge in 
Fitness Tech
So, why are we 
seeing such a surge in 
companies 
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Gone are the days of 
tracking workouts 
in your notebook or 

manually calculating your BMI. 
The new era of health and fitness 
is filled with technologically-
advanced fitness tools, such 
as fitness trackers, and now 
Bluetooth-enabled exercise 
machines that integrate with 
tools like Apple HealthKit, 
Google Fit and Microsoft Health 
to help maximize results and 
track overall health.

Designed to gather and funnel 
relevant health and fitness data 
into one place, or dashboard, 
these integrated tools are the 
centre of a digital revolution that 
sees the growing trend towards 
connectedness and fitness tracking 
resulting in the evolution of health 
and fitness equipment and products.

Smart Products
BOWFLEX SELECTTECH 560 
DUMBBELLS
Rather than adding a lot of bells 
and whistles to our products, we 
have learned to stay in-tune with 
our customers and their needs. A 
prime example of this is our newly-
launched Bowflex SelectTech 560 
dumbbells, which couple classic 
strength training with new-age 
innovation. These first ever smart 
dumbbells count reps, calories and 
more, syncing user workout data 
with the accompanying app. 

The 560 dumbbells have 
revolutionized the strength 
category. An integrated and 

SMART ADVANCES IN THE 
FITNESS TECH SECTOR SHOW 

NO SIGN OF SLOWING
Tom Holland, Nautilus Inc Fitness Advisor, looks at the 

technological advances in the industryTOM HOLLAND
FITNESS ADVISOR

EDGE-BOARD EXTENSION 
TRAINER
The Edge-Board Extension Trainer 
is more than just a tool to build rock 
solid abs, as the user can place either 
the hands or the feet on the deck to 
initiate exercises. The Edge-Board 
features a low deck height for more 
natural lunge movements and can 
integrate arcing turns into various 
movements to engage a broader 
range of muscles. The rocking deck 
creates instability, which better 
engages leg stabilizer muscles. And 
the braking feature helps beginners 
to start with shorter movements, 
gradually increasing the length and 
difficulty of movement as they gain 
strength and confidence. The Edge-
Board extension trainer integrates 
with the M-Trac app, which serves 
as a digital trainer to guide workouts 

by selecting the difficulty, length of 

workout, 
and the parts of the body 

you want to focus on. It will 
then guide you through a 
customized video workout, 
while tracking your workout 
history by recording the 
number of reps and range of 
motion for reference during 
future workouts.

Our Modern Movement 
product line will be 
available in the UK by 
the end of 2017 and this 
innovative line is just the 
tip of the iceberg in our 
efforts to add connectivity 
and turn fitness into fun – 
with more innovations on 
the horizon. 

We believe that the 
fitness industry will 
continue to evolve and 
advance its adoption of 
technology meet the 
ever-changing needs and 
desires of fitness fans 
and consumers.

M-PAD BALANCE TRAINER

EDGE-BOARD EXTENSION TRAINER
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all gather under one roof to reach 
out to thousands of runners. It is 
also perfectly timed as they will 
be selecting their training, race, 
nutrition and clothing preferences 
pre-race season.

Opening the show, and headlining 
the speakers, will be running icon 
Dame Kelly Holmes, alongside an 
impressive line-up of big names 
within the running industry that 
includes Olympian Jo Pavey, 
adventure runner Russell Smith and 
extreme athlete Sean Conway. 

Whether visitors to the show want 
to hear lively panel discussions, 
pick up training tips from their 
running heroes or come away with 
inspiration to achieve their goals, 
The National Running Show boasts 
a comprehensive programme of 
seminars over the course of the 
weekend guaranteed to fill seats.

Visitors will also be exposed to 
the latest product launches, a live 
treadmill challenge, free gait analysis 
and trainer fitting, making the show 
highly attractive whatever their 
running goals.

Partners for The National 
Running Show include some of the 
UK’s most trusted running brands, 

communities and event organisers, 
including UKRunChat, Run Mummy 
Run, Running Heroes, Runderwear, 
Xtra Mile Events, Ealing Half 
Marathon, Racesolutions, Impact 
Marathon Series, aat-events, White 
Star Running and The Running 
Awards. 

Exhibitors at The National 
Running Show include names like 
SSE Airtricity Dublin Marathon, 
Thule, The Medal Hangar Shop, 
MedalMad, Vegan Runners, My 
Sports and More, 12in12, Manuka 
Sports and Buggy Running. 

Sports Insight is a media partner, 
alongside Athletics Weekly, Men’s 
Running and Women’s Running. 

Cancer Research UK is the Official 
Charity Partner for The National 
Running Show, and visitors have 
the option to donate £2, £5 or £10 
to Cancer Research UK during the 
registration process for tickets.

Anyone wishing to become an 
exhibitor or partner of The National 
Running Show should contact 
Mike Seaman by email at mike@
nationalrunningshow.com. 

For further information 
visit their website at 
nationalrunningshow.com

The National Running 
Show's debut at 
Birmingham’s NEC is in 

just over four months and there 
is still time for businesses to 
become involved in this exciting 
new consumer event for the UK’s 
running industry.

Taking place on January 20-21, 
2018, The National Running Show 
is the country’s first dedicated 
non-race affiliated event solely for 
runners. The show will welcome 
runners of all ages, abilities and 
interests, ensuring a diverse 
audience of beginners through 
to experienced ultra-marathon 
runners.

It is relevant to anyone with 
an interest in running and to any 
business that is involved with 
running.

With over 10,000 tickets already 
secured through pre-registration, 
and many new exhibitors and 
partners recently added to the 
high-calibre line-up, The National 
Running Show promises an inspiring 
start to the new year. It will see 
race organisers, sports retailers, 
motivational speakers, nutrition 
experts and online communities 

XXXXXXXXX

EXHIBITION NEWS

Is your business involved with running? There is still 
time to be at The National Running Show
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C hatting about his Aberdeen 
Angus cattle and black 
Welsh mountain sheep, he 

looks for all the world like the lean, 
all-weather west country farmer that 
- technically - he is. 

He also happens to be the world’s 
greatest living explorer, an authentic 
larger-than-life figure who casually 
mentions in passing how he cut off 
the fingers of his left hand with a 
hacksaw after developing frostbite, 
and ran seven marathons in seven 
days only weeks after emergency 
heart surgery. 

But at the moment, Sir Ranulph 
Twisleton-Wykeham-Fiennes is 
more interested in talking about the 
sheep on his remote Exmoor farm. 
Press him on why, eight years beyond 
pensionable age, he continues to 
subject himself to ordeals beyond 
human imagination and the question 
seems to take him by surprise.

“Why not?” he asks. “Of course 
it’s getting harder, but so long as I 
remember to take my pills I seem to 
be ok.”

Categorising the 73-year-old third 
Baronet of Banbury, who prefers 
to be called Ran, takes eight pages 
on Wikipedia. Take your pick from: 
swashbuckling explorer, best-selling 
author of 35 books, renegade army 
officer, farmer, charity fund-raiser 
and legendary after-dinner speaker. 

After Eton, his army career in the 
Royal Scots Greys and the Special Air 
Service was enlivened by unleashing 
a pig covered in grease among top 
brass at an army ball and blowing up 
a concrete dam which he decided had 
spoiled a pretty village. He was fined 
and dismissed from the SAS but 
ater forgiven.

He claims he was seriously 
considered for the role of James 
Bond but lost out to Roger Moore. 
Apparently his hands were too big. 
Expect the unexpected from Sir Ran 
and you won’t be disappointed.

Now after dozens of boys' book 
adventures, he’s once again risking 
his life in what he regards as his 
greatest test in 50 years of doing what 
doubters have said couldn’t be done.

His current Global Reach 
Challenge involves becoming the 
first person in the world to cross 
both polar ice caps and to climb 
the highest mountain on every 
continent - what he hopes will be the 
triumphant culmination of a lifetime 
of exploration and death-defying 
challenges.

It’s an extension of what Sir Ran 
calls “The Big One” - reaching the 
north and south Poles in 1982 and 
becoming the first pensioner to climb 
Everest, which he did at his third 
attempt in 2009.

The new challenge started so 
well. He has already crossed both 
polar ice-caps, climbed Mount 
Ectica, Mount Kilimanjaro in Africa 
and Mount Elbrus in Russia. Then 
just hours from the top of Mount 
Aconcagua in South America, back 
pain forced him to abandon the 
attempt and he was airlifted off the 
mountain.

Soon he hopes to be ready to tackle 
Mount Kosciuszko, Australia’s 
highest peak, before returning to 
have another go at Aconcagua. Then 
there’s just Mount Denali in North 
America to crack to complete the 
challenge and claim a world first. Sir 
Ran has no doubt that he’ll do it.

“I was very disappointed to have 

to leave Aconcagua,” he says. “But 
experience has told me that not every 
challenge will be a success - it took 
me three attempts to climb Everest. 
I now have a good report from the 
doctor and I am determined to 
keep going. I just hope that my back 
behaves itself.”

It will be his second attempt on 
Mount Denali - back problems forced 
him to abandon the first. “I’m more 
than ready to have another go,” he 
says. “It’s a real challenge - climbers 
only had an 18 per cent success rate 
last year, and I’ve never rated myself 
as a mountaineer!”

What helps drive on this 
extraordinary man is raising money 
for charity, particularly the Marie 
Curie cancer foundation - for which 
the current challenge has already 
raised over £350,000 - in memory 
of his first wife Ginny, who died of 
stomach cancer in 2004. “Marie 
Curie were wonderful to her,” he 
says. “I will never forget that.”

Like all Sir Ran’s challenges, this 
one was planned on the remote 
Exmoor farm he shares with his 
second wife Louise and their 
daughter Elizabeth.

He found the farm 30 years ago. “It 
had been empty for years and had no 
electricity or water supply. The roof 
leaked and the floors were rotten but 
Ginny just knew it was the place for 
us and she was right.”

It’s a place where he fiercely 
guards his privacy. No photographs 
are allowed and we had to promise 
not to reveal the location. The 200 
acres of farmland are the training-
ground for numerous expeditions 
and where he selects potential 
team members.
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Tony James talks to Sir Ranulph Fiennes about 
his life and next Big Challenge

There's no stopping the world's 
greatest living explorer

www.sports-insight.co.uk

“You can go for 15 miles across 
the moor without seeing anyone or 
anything and it’s the ideal place to 
put people through their paces. I like 
to run there for at least an hour a day 
and more if I can.”

In fact, despite suffering constant 
accidents and health problems, Sir 
Ran shows little sign of slowing down 
and nothing is allowed to get in the 
way of a challenge

After all, he’s the polar explorer 
who dislikes the cold, the 
mountaineer who sufferers from a 
fear of heights, vertigo and serious 
breathing problems, and the athlete 
who has had major heart-attacks and 
cancer.

After suffering a heart attack at 
Bristol Airport it took 13 attempts to 
restart his heart, but he was running 
marathons only weeks later.  

After deciding to retire from 
mountaineering in 2009, Sir Ran 
changed his mind last year on hearing 
there were plans to extend “The Big 
One” to include a mountain on every 
continent.

He told us: “The goalposts have 
been moved. If I had known that 
when I climbed Everest I would 
have continued on to the other five 
mountains. Now I’ve got to go ahead 
and finish the job. Luckily I have 
Everest under my belt, plus Mount 
Kilimanjaro and Mount Elbrus, the 
highest in Europe, which I  have  
previously climbed.

“Apparently there are five other 
people who want to take up the 
challenge, but I can’t worry 
about that.”

A lifetime of exploration began in 
1967 after eight years in the army. 
An early adventure was travelling up 
the White Nile on a hovercraft. Since 
then Sir Ran has led more than 30 
expeditions and raised an astonishing 
£20 million for charity.

Numerous epic journeys have 
followed, including 3,000 miles 
through the Northwest Passage in 
an open boat, the first unsupported 
trek across the Antarctic and the 
Transglobe expedition around the 
world on its polar axis.

Sir Ran told us that he started 
raising money for charity after a 
conversation with his patron, Prince 
Charles, who is supporting the 
current challenge.

“He asked who we were raising 
money for and when I said ‘No-one 
sir, it’s not part of breaking world 
records’, he replied: ‘Oh dear. I can’t 
carry on being a patron if you don’t’. 
Not surprisingly we’ve always 
worked for charity since then!”

Sir Ran is always on the lookout for 
new challenges. “There’s a lot more 
competition nowadays,” he said. 
“It’s not like it was 30 or 40 years 
ago when we were pioneering these 
things. Today practically everybody’s 
grandmother is up Everest every 
weekend.

“The challenges that are left are 
incredibly difficult. Not that it will 
stop me trying to do them.”          

To donate to the Marie Curie 
charity, go to justgiving.com/ranulph



A sideways look at the world of independent retailing

@SportsInsightUK

W hy do we go to work? 
"What sort of damn-fool 
question is that?" you 

ask. To earn money, of course. 
For what other possible reason 

would anyone stand behind a 
counter all day in the hope that 
someone might be deluded enough 
to buy  a remaindered copy of Wayne 
Rooney's autobiography or a pair of 
Taiwan trainers?

Well, according to a new survey 
by City and Guilds, that's just not 
the case, my friends. The pollsters 
reckon that most of us go to work 
because it's such fun, the people we 
work with are our best mates, the 
boss is a really good egg and getting 
paid is just the icing on the cake, if 
you'll pardon the culinary mixed 
metaphors. 

All I can say is that this is all news 
to me. To give you an idea of what 
goes on in our shop, my assistant 
Norman Tippexed his name  from 
the card I gave  him last Christmas, 
signed  it “Your Obedient Servant” 
and sent it back without a stamp.

 And not a week goes by when 
he doesn't ask for a pay-rise even 
though he had a substantial increase 
in 1996 and I gave him five per cent 
off a cricket bat for his nephew.

So precisely who did the pollsters 
talk to? Are big businesses, unlike 

days of 1972, I reckoned I might find 
a few changes. But nothing could 
have prepared me for the reality.    

The promotions manager looked 
about 14 on a good day, and was 
wearing an Armani suit and a 
T-shirt with the message "Sod That 
For A Game Of Soldiers".

Glancing at my Fair Isle jumper, 
he said:"You shouldn't have dressed 
up. We like to keep things casual 
here."

No one in the building was over 16 
and the place trembled with house 
music. Languid girls whose denim 
jeans had apparently been attacked 
by a death-watch beetle, looked at 
me as though I was someone's dad 
who had been told to wait in the car.

No one went out to the pub at 
lunchtime like they did in my day. 
Now, it seemed, you either sent out 
for a sushi or looked for something 
edible in the office kitchen filled 
with fruit juice, soya yoghurt and 
organic chocolate.

On the second day I sneaked out 
and had a pork pie in the park and 
rang Norman who was thrilled 
to report that he had just sold a 
football to a nun. When I got back I 
was told that my absence had been 
reported. "You've got to be one of 
the team," said the promotions 
manager."You've obviously worked 

on your own too long."
In fact, I'd never felt so solitary as 

in an office packed with 35 people. 
Attempted badinage with the tea-
lady got me a warning for sexual 
harassment and a cup of tea that 
tasted like hot petrol. 

I'd forgotten how little work 
was done in proper offices. One 
afternoon everything stopped for a 
talk by a consultant in green socks 
on "the tall poppy syndrome" - sadly 
nothing to do with gardening, but the 
latest management gobbledygook 
for being jealous of other people's 
success.    

Only on the last day did anyone 
feel it necessary to talk to me about 
work - a girl looking like a cross-eyed 
Reese Witherspoon said that what 
I had done was fine, but perhaps I 
should go easy on the semi-colons. 

By now I couldn’t wait to get back 
to the shop, help Norman with the 
Mirror junior crossword and heat a 
lunchtime pie in the microwave on 
top of the filing cabinet. Happy days.     

 "You probably saw in the paper 
how friendly offices like ours are," 
the promotions manager said as I 
left. "Perhaps we can fit you in here 
again some time."

The answer to that, I told him as 
I handed over my invoice, could be 
found on the front of his T-shirt.
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us little chaps, just  one big happy 
family?  If my recent experience is 
any guide, they’re not. 

It all started when I got myself 
a proper job. Actually it wasn't 
quite as bad as it sounds – an 
acquaintance  who's in sports 
equipment wholesaling offered a 
week's stint in his office putting 
together a promotional brochure 
and the chance to burn someone 
else's electricity and use a grown-up 
coffee machine seemed too good to 
miss.

Leaving Norman in charge of the 
shop with instructions not to buy 
any fire-damaged stock from men in 
white vans or give credit to anyone 
with facial piercings, I set off for the 
office with high hopes.

In fact it was a disaster from start 
to finish, and my advice to anyone 
contemplating looking for happiness 
and contentment in a big office is 
to tie themselves to the nearest 
drainpipe until the feeling goes off.

Not having worked in a proper 
office since the distant carbon-paper 

Happy office worker – I think not!
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T:  01635 517560
E:  info@phoenixsportinggoods.com
W: www.phoenixsportinggoods.com

GORILLA TRAINING INFLATABLE GOALS
Inflatable goals are perfect for training on the move. The flexible 

PVC hose is air pressurised, creating a rigid structure within minutes.

GORILLA TRAINING SPEED RADAR
An essential tool for recording & analysing performance, speed & 

style. Includes a built in camera, managed via a wireless wrist band.

GORILLA TRAINING ROCKET GOAL
Steel framed pop up goals that are set up within seconds.

Suitable for all recreational or training use.Complete with carry bag.

GORILLA TRAINING REBOUNDER
A portable & lightweight rebounder which can be set up

in seconds, to be used anywhere. Complete with carry bag.




